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Introduction

T

his publication covers the archival record linking me with my great, great
grandfather, Samuel Ford. The process is necessary to establish any genealogy.

As indicated in other publications, apart from some primary data, I have not placed any
ancestry or genealogical material about Samuel Ford, his ancestors or descendants on
any commercial ancestry website. I would urge others to refrain from such temptation.
Further, I have at no time given permission, fully or implied, nor supplied nor permitted
any material that appears in this publication to any other commercial genealogical
websites.
On the other hand, recognised Genealogical or Historical Societies and interested
individuals are welcome to use the information either for their use or for the benefit of
their community, citing appropriate acknowledgements where appropriate.
I have made every effort to trace and acknowledge the sources of the material accessed.
However, it is often the case that much of the material is not traceable. There may be
instances where references are either inconclusive or broken. Further, apart from the
North Ayrshire Heritage Council, many of the 'permissions' I have canvassed have
received no constructive response.
There have also been occasions where I have
rejected relevant material because gaining 'permission' was simply beyond my budget.
I have endeavoured to deal fairly with the content chosen for inclusion and
acknowledged the source where such information is available. Most of the material
used for my research is freely available or within the public domain, while in other
cases, it is beyond 'copyright' claims.
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Google Maps gives general approval to use its material under their 'fair dealing' legal
rule as long as the required attribution is made.
As FreeUKGenealogy notes;
We believe that Open Data and Open Source are key to making and keeping public records
accessible to all. We work with others with the same concerns.
As a result, I have replied to 'open source' material throughout my research. The birth,
marriage, and death certificates and census and valuation rolls are records from State
archives. I have also used the services of various historical organisations.
Corinne Fordschmid, Margaret Kennedy, and Hazel Menzies, Research Officer at North
Ayrshire Heritage Council, have assisted this project. I appreciate the work of Katy
Brown, Clerical Assistant (Archives) at the Ayrshire Archives Centre, for chasing down
the elusive Milnport Feu Plan of 1779. The University of Strathclyde, Scotlands People
website deserves a special mention, as does the National Records of Scotland staff, who
have offered me considerable assistance.
Jennifer Burrell and the volunteers at the Ballarat and District Genealogical Society
have been particularly helpful, given the central part Victoria plays in the research.
Tim Ford and Sally Carkeet have likewise been my valuable supporters.
John Parnell, who lives in Aberdeen but is interested in Cumbrae, has kindly forwarded
several newspaper articles concerning the revenue cutter, the Royal George.
Lija Kazlauskas has been an excellent supporter guiding and commenting on the many
drafts.
I also appreciate Mrs Kris Ruby, who forwarded material on the life of Robert Muir (Bob)
Ford.
Special thanks also go to David Bradbury, who keeps a website dedicated to the history
of Whitehaven and the Clyde.
There are, of course, a myriad of others involved in this journey. I have utilised
numerous websites, all maintained by someone, generally an unknown someone, who
has freely given their time supporting these sites.
volunteers, I offer my heartfelt thanks.
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To these many anonymous

This is the raw data that lies behind genealogy. But like leaves on trees, we get blown
about by the wind of current events that usually affect decisions made while others are
foregone. It is these 'currents' which are of interest to me.
Before proceeding, I briefly outline the five Ford siblings who emigrated to Australia from
Cumbrae in the mid-1800s.
Susanna Ford married James Purdie, and their infant, Margaret, was the first to arrive
in Australia on board the Emily in South Australia in 1849.
John Ford arrived in Melbourne in 1851 onboard the Cathrine Mitchell. He immediately
set off for the gold diggings in Victoria. John's experience in the goldfields was brief.
He moved to South Australia, where he commenced farming with his brother-in-law,
James Purdie. He had another turn at the Ballarat goldfields but returned to South
Australia and married Mary Ann Hyde in 1855. She had arrived in South Australia with
her father and mother, and three siblings in 1839 from Ireland.
Samuel Ford and Euphemia Brown were married in Glasgow, raising four children. The
family emigrated to South Australia on the Clyde in 1876.
The families must have had an impact on the South Australian rural community. The
names 'Bute' and 'Ardrossan' could only reflect a family with close ties to those locations
surrounding the Firth of Clyde back in Scotland. There is also a location known as
'Fords,' found on Google Maps near Kapunda, a legacy of John Ford's association with
the area.
As I will explore further when recording the maternal side of the Ford family, many
miners from Cornwall also emigrated to South Australia following the opening of tin and
copper mines in the colony.
While there were many enticements to emigrate to the colonies, South Australia was a
'free' colony not established to accommodate convicts but free settlers. This aspect
possibly drew the three siblings, Susanna, John and Samuel, to the colony, with Samuel
Ford and James Purdie taking advantage of the free passages.
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The Scottish Record

Map of soutrh west Scotland locating Cumb rae in the middle of the Firth of Clyde. Google Maps.

I

n uncovering my family's heritage, I found that I had discovered something of a
paradox in the life of my great-great-grandfather, Samuel Ford. Samuel Ford's life
remains something of a mystery. There is a vagueness that surrounds his life that
challenges the casual researcher. We know little other than he was a quarrier, married
Margaret Wright and raised ten children. The Ford Memorial located in the Mid Kirton
Cemetery records that Samuel Ford died aged fifty and that he was a feuar. These few
details cover twenty years of Samuel Ford's life spent on the Isle of Cumbrae, situated in
the middle of the Firth of Clyde.
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Unfortunately, the Scottish archives give little away. We know nothing from the archives
of the first thirty years of Samuel Ford's life. That part of his life now lies buried in the
waters surrounding the Clyde.
Yet, beyond the initial silence, I discovered leads, hints, suggestions, and nuances that
exposed an enigma revealing a life antithetical to the times. It is a story of loss and
deprivation that inadvertently worked for the good and forged its own reward. I have
recorded that story in Book One, A Ship Has Been Sighted: The Story of Samuel Ford.
In 2008 however, none of this was of concern when my father, William (Bill), Ford,
handed me a foolscap piece of paper on which he had constructed his version of the
Ford family tree. The page consisted of names, dates,
places, and corrections. At the top of the page, my
father had written the word 'Cumbrae.'

My father’s construction of the Ford family tree in 2008; it has taken since then to
comply with his request.
Handing me the document, my father asked me if I could use 'that thing,' nodding in the
direction of my computer, to locate the origins of our family. At the time, I thought a few
minutes on the internet would supply the necessary answers required. Somewhat
overconfidently, I entered these details into the computer's search engines and waited.
Nothing, everything I tried returned a complete blank. No Cumbrae, no one named
Ford. Did my father know anything else? In his youth, he told me his aunts, Janet and
Mollie (Mary) Ford, recalled them talking about Cumbrae and that their father, James
Ford, had come from the Western Isles of Scotland.
7

Marriage records of Janet Ford and Daniel Stalker, 1833. Mary Ford and James Jack, 1846 and
Margaret Ford’ marriage to Hugh Fitzpatrick, 1848.

I consulted Google Maps and searched the odd map of England I could find but still no
avail. I pressed my father for further details, but the only thing he could add was that
he recalled a friend of his father had told him that his family had come from 'Robbie
Burns country.' Another quick search revealed that Robert Burns, the famous Scottish
poet, was born in Alloway, located in Ayrshire, far from the Western Isles of Scotland. I
could see my father was frustrated, as was I, so I let the matter lie. But as events
turned out, my father was more accurate than I imagined.
Following my father's death in 2011, I decided to make another effort to locate our
ancestors and the elusive Cumbrae. I thought I'd take a quick peep through the
internet, convinced that all I would do was confirm my earlier experience. However, this
time I found myself looking squarely at an island in the Clyde estuary marked 'Greater
Cumbrae.' What had changed?
For one thing, the internet had changed. I also learnt a crucial genealogical lesson;
family stories are often coloured by the passage of years and the ubiquitous nature of
language. Cumbrae is undoubtedly an island lying off the West coast of Scotland, but
that does not mean it is part of the Western Isles of Scotland, a recognised location. My
father had been right in referring to 'the western isles' while I had interrupted his words
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as the Western Isles. Searching the myriad islands surrounding the known West Coast
of Scotland, I failed to look closely at the smaller islands tucked away in the estuaries,
bays, and firths around Scotland.
When I did discover Cumbrae, I found that it is located in the Firth of Clyde estuary,
closer to Glasgow than the Western Isles of Scotland. Significantly, Cumbrae was so
small that it failed to register on large maps.
In the meantime, sophisticated advances in mapping, satellites, software technology,
and internet search algorithms revealed the illusive Cumbrae demonstrating how
quickly and efficiently the information revolution has changed the world.
With a secure point of reference, I now scoured the Scottish archives with a renewed
interest. With nothing more than the name James Ford and a small, obscure island, I
quickly found that there are numerous others with the same family name, Ford, none of
whom I could trace to the Isle of Cumbrae. What was I missing?
It was frustrating that after finding the Isle of Cumbrae, I still could not locate a James
Ford in the Scottish Old Parochial Records (OPRs). If I were a local, I would have known
why but it took me a few searches on the internet to discover what I was missing. I had
assumed that Cumbrae was part of Ayrshire, which it is. But the island only became
part of Ayrshire in 1975; before then, the island was part of Buteshire. I now changed
the search parameters on the OPRs to include the word 'Buteshire' and then found what
my father had been seeking all these years. There was James Ford and his nine
siblings, together with his father and mother, Samuel Ford and Margaret Wright. All
were recorded as living on Cumbrae. Sadly, I could not now share my newfound
information with my father.
Samuel Ford's family appears over two pages of the OPRs.
I then found Margaret
Wright's birth record and her ancestors stretching back to the late 1600s.
The Scottish archive is divided into the Old Parochial Records, which stretch back to
antiquity, and the Registration Rolls, which commenced in 1855. My research has
focused on the time from c.1780 to the 1850s. As a result, the OPRs form the basis of
my data. The OPRs are digitised, and available online, meaning one has access to a
copy of the original handwritten record. There are, however, some problems and any
number of inconsistencies.
Before introducing the civil record in 1855, there was no statutory obligation on the
parish minister or session clerk to keep records of births, deaths, and marriages. As I
was to find out, there were times when no one was keeping track of the births, deaths
and marriages, with the result that nothing is known during those periods. There is
also at least one instance where the ledger record is missing.
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Samuel Ford and Margaret Wright’s ten children listed over two pages of the OPRs

Further, no standard format was followed in keeping the records; it was very much left
in the hands of the local recorder. Depending on the individual controlling the ledger,
how much data was recorded was left to their discretion. Sometimes records of births
were individualised. At other times, births were collectively recorded under the family
name. In contrast, additional births were added as space permitted in the ledger.
As Scotland's People website advises,
After Oct. 1804, the record was highly irregular, with whole families frequently being
recorded together.
Writing styles, spelling, and the recording of dates are other sources of confusion. At
other times, the information may be sparse and unreliable.
At times ordinary people had to pay to have the details of a birth, death, or marriage
record. This imposition deterred many from registering.
Other issues with the OPRs serve to confound the nascent researcher. For instance,
Margaret Wright's siblings William, Alexander, Janet, and Robert have individualised
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birth records. At the same time, the siblings are also recorded collectively on Margaret's
birth record. Margaret Wright's siblings have two birth certificates, their records, and a
collective record. This doubling up on records raises whether Margaret has a missing
personalised birth record somewhere. To date, I have found no such history.
Then there is the case where there are discrepancies in the details across the individual
and collective records. For instance, on the 'collective' Wright record, Margaret Wright's
birth date is 30 April 1792. The Ford 'collective' birth record records her birth as 3 May
1992. The two dates suggest a scribal error, not an uncommon occurrence on closer
scrutiny.
The birth of Samuel and Margaret Ford's children on the OPRs commences on page
fifteen of the register. It continues on page twenty-nine on the Cumbrae birth register.
Five children are recorded on each page entry. Significantly, the first entry begins,
Samuel Ford Quarrier was born [followed by a large gap] Margaret Wright his wife 3 May
1792 their family is …
Samuel Ford's birth date is not recorded. A gap has been left in anticipation, and
perhaps the details were thought to be forthcoming. The gap is not a scribal error; it

The gap in the OPR record of Samuel Ford.

has been deliberately left open in this instance. It is this 'gap' that aroused my innate
curiosity, a point I will come back to as the story unfolds.
The other disappointing aspect is that I cannot locate a record of the marriage of Samuel
Ford and Margaret Wright. That they were not married is inconceivable given the
conservative legacy of the Presbyterian Church concerning such matters. Furthermore,
the children's date of birth was recorded, along with the date of their baptism, indicating
that the local parish minister recognised the children as 'legitimate' and therefore
worthy of rites of the church.
As it turns out, there is a valid explanation for the missing marriage record. The
marriage records for Cumbrae between 1814 and August 1817, the very time Samuel
and Margaret would have married, do not exist; the record is blank. For some reason,
marriages on Cumbrae were not recorded during this period. To think that no weddings
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took place over some twenty
months is highly unlikely. It is
open to speculation about the
likely cause as the birth
records were kept over the
same period.
Nevertheless, even without a
marriage certificate, we can
establish when Samuel Ford
and Margaret Wright were
married. If the couple had been
married in or before 1814, their
Cumbrea’s blank marriage register 1814 to 1817.
marriage would have been
recorded.
However, the first
child, Janet, was born on 13 October 1816, indicating that the couple married sometime
before that date, in 1815 or early 1816. This date neatly encompasses when marriage
records were not kept on Cumbrea.
The more significant and disappointing aspect of the missing marriage record is that
Samuel's and Margaret's marriage would undoubtedly have noted where and when they
were born.
We have the OPR record of Margaret Wright's birth certificate.
Unfortunately, there is no similar record for Samuel Ford.
Further, the individualist way the OPRs were recorded also meant that it was primarily
the local recorder's decision as to who was worthy of being included on the register.
Such being the case, it was perhaps reasonable that the local citizens attended church
to ensure that their marriages and births of their offspring were duly recorded. The
system was never the less open to abuse, and the National Records of Scotland website
also advises;
Many people did not bother to register, particularly if they had to pay a fee or tax, as was the
case between 1783 - 1794.
The years from 1783 to 1794, as we will discover from Cumbrae cemetery records, also
happen to coincide with the period when Samuel Ford would have likely been born.
The marriage record of Margaret Wright's parents, Robert Wright and Janet Gillies,
illustrates yet another trap laid for the unwary ancestry searcher. The OPRs indicate a
'marriage,' but the document states that the couple was 'lawfully proclaimed here
[Cumbrae] and married in Kilbryde.'
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It would appear that Robert Wright was living on Cumbrae, where the marriage banns
were proclaimed but married in his spouse's hometown of Kilbride, spelt Kilbryde on the
OPR. Why Robert Wright is living on Cumbrae is significant as the story unfolds.
When tracking down Robert Wright and Janet Gillies's marriage, I found at least four
references to Kilbride. There is a parish of Kilbride in Buteshire, an East Kilbride parish
in Lanarkshire, another parish of Kilbride in Argyle, and a West Kilbride parish in
Ayrshire, all within a reasonable distance of Cumbrae. But to which 'Kilbride' does the
marriage record refer?
From the OPRs, we learn that Robert Wright was born in Kilwinning. His father,
Alexander Wright, was born in the nearby town of Kilmarnock and married in
Stevenson, all villages within Ayrshire and adjacent to Cumbrae.
Therefore, we
reasonably expect the marriage to occur somewhere within these locations. As it turns
out, West Kilbride is also the name of a village on the Ayr mainland, near Stevenson,
about eight miles south of the Isle of Cumbrae. In this case, the record referred to a
location rather than a parish.
Unfortunately, even when armed with this information, I cannot find their marriage
record. Frustratingly, I cannot find and record of Janet Gillies in Kilbryde (Kilbride) or
elsewhere on the mainland before her marriage.

The Ford Family
Samuel Ford married Margaret Wright and raised ten children on Cumbrae:
Janet 1816,
Mary 1818,
Robert 1820,
Margaret 1822,
Peter 1824, died Millport 1825,
William 1826,
Susannah 1828,
John 1830,
Samuel 1832, and
James 1834.
Janet and Margaret were married on Cumbrae but lived on the mainland, probably in
Glasgow. Mary Ford married James Jack and moved to Greenock with her husband
and one-year-old child, Edward, during the 1851 census. Their second child, Margaret,
was born in 1852 but died in 1859. It would appear that Mary returned to Millport after
the death of her husband, where she resided with her mother, Margaret Wright. Edward
went to live with his uncle, Samuel Ford, in Glasgow, perhaps because of schooling. I
13

The Family tree of Samuel Ford and Margaret Wright. The five eldest children remained in Scotland while the
five youngest emigrated to Australia.

can find no further reference for Robert Ford, born in 1820, while Peter died in infancy.
William, Susanna, John, Samuel, and James emigrated to Australia during the
mid-1800s.
Unfortunately, despite lengthy searching of the OPRs, I can find no other definitive
record of someone named Samuel Ford, whom I can link to the Ford family on Cumbrae.
However, I found a record on the Scottish
Mitchell on 26 April 1786 in the Parish of
Glasgow. If we accept that Samuel Ford
c.1786. Such being the case, then the

OPRs of Robert Foord, who married Margret
Barony, which is now basically the centre of
was aged fifty at his death, he was born in
Foord/Mitchell marriage is not outside the

parameters of possibility. Apart from the names and dates and that the marriage was
'irregular,' the one-line entry is not much help concerning any further information
concerning the couple.
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Edward Jack born in Millport and Margaret Jack born in Greenock to James Jack and Mary Ford.

It is tantalising to think that Robert Foord and Margret (note, spelling) Miller might be
Samuel Ford's parents. However, the forenames are not consistent with the traditional
naming pattern. Nor can I find a child born to Robert Foord and Margret Mitchell
across the OPRs in the period involved. Missing birth records cannot mean a lost
ledger, as other births are recorded in the Parish of Barony from 1786 to 1787. An
irregular marriage was generally concerned with the social stigma associated with a
child being born out of wedlock, thereby overcoming the couple's prospects' of living in
sin'. As I cannot find a record of any child being born to Robert Foord and Margret
Miller, raises the question, why get married in the first place? As a result, I doubt this
marriage has any connection with Samuel Ford.

Birth certificate of Margaret Wright is in the collective form showing the full family.

Marriage registration for Robert Wright and Janet Gillies
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The Wright heritage. The relationship between Alexander Wright, Robert Wright, and Margaret Wright
becomes significant when Margaret marries Samuel Ford.

Having dealt with Samuel Ford's record, I turn attention to Margaret Wright's ancestry,
which, as we will find out, is pivotal to the history of the Ford family.
The Wright Family
Margaret Wright's ancestry can be traced back to the late 1600s. This genealogy will
assist in explaining the social status of Samuel Ford and perhaps why his birth date is
not recorded. This aspect of the Wright family and their connection with the Feu Plan of
Millport of 1779 deserves a separate publication.
Margaret Wright was born to Robert Wright and Janet Gillies on 30 April 1792 on
Cumbrae.
Robert Wright married Janet Gillies on 8 December 1784. The marriage proclamation
was made on Cumbrae while the couple was married in Kilbride, Ayrshire.
Robert Wright was the son of Alexander Wright and Margaret Cowan and was born on
29 May 1763 in Kilwinning. Image 1.
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Alexander Wright married Margaret Cowan in 1754 in Stevenson. Image 2.
Alexander Wright was born to William Wright and Mary Greg in 1730 in Kilmarnock.
Image 3.
William Wright married Mary Greg in 1729 in Kilmarnock. Image 4.
William Wright was born to John Wright and Marion Tannohill at Waterside near
Kilmarnock on 3 May 1705. Image 5.
John Wright married Marion Tannohill in Kilmarnock in 1691. Image 6.
John Wright was born on 19 March 1672 to parents John Wright and Janet Allan at
Kilmarnock. Image 7.
I cannot find a marriage record in Ayrshire for John Wright and Janet Allen, even
allowing for spelling variations. Given that the Wrights were very ordinary people,
essentially labourers, the local marketplace or church was where people met and talked.
It is, therefore, fortunate that their lineage can be traced back to 1672.

The Wright genealogy. Images 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Images 6 & 7 to the right.
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Notably, the Wright heritage connects Robert Wright, Margaret Wright's father, a mariner
on the Royal George, the revenue cutter stationed at Millport from 1780 until 1820.
When Samuel married Margaret Wright, he became part of the Wright lineage. This
connection lies at the heart of the story of Samuel Ford.

Left, Marriage register John Wright and Marion Tannohill 1672 extreme top left corner. Right, full page record for the
birth of John Wright (19 March 1672) born to John Wright and Janet Allan, extreme bottom right corner conveys some
idea of the history of the record of the OPRs. Note also the mixture of the Latin script ‘procret’ with the abbreviation
‘betwx’ to document the legitimacy of the birth.
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Other Records

Entrance to the Mid Kirton Cemetery, Cumbrae. Photo, Tim Ford

I

nscriptions on the cemetery memorials hold essential information about the Ford and
Wright families. There are four memorials of interest located in the Mid Kirkton
Cemetery on Cumbrae, which, interestingly, all stand in a line. However, the Wright
memorial is somewhat distant.
The Ford Memorial No. 307 inscription reads;
Erected by Samuel Ford Feuar Millport and Margaret Wright his wife in memory of their
son, Peter who died 28th July 1825 aged one year. The said Samuel Ford who died 13th
November 1836 aged 50 years. Also his daughter Margaret, who died 3rd October 1858
aged 36. The said Margaret Wright who died 13 June 1882 aged 90 years.
Samuel Ford erected the memorial on the death of his son, Peter, who lived for one year.
The monument confirms that Samuel died at the age of fifty and, significantly, was a
feuar. Closer scrutiny of the memorial reveals the stone mason's script changes over
time as the monument accommodates other family members.
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Mid Kirton Cemetery memorials. From the far left, the Wright, the Crawford, the Jack and the Ford
memorials. Photo Corinne Fordschmid

The Ford memorial in the Mid Kirton Cemetery. Note the change in script. Photo, Tim Ford
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The Jack memorial No. 308 reads;
Erected by Mary Ford in memory of her husband James Jack who was killed at sea 22nd
January 1858 aged 44 years. Also her daughter Maggie who died 12 July 1859 aged 7
years. Also the above Mary Ford who died 4th January 1902 aged 83 years. Also her son
Edward died 20 June 1904 in his 55th year.
The Jack memorial confirms much of the statutory record and notes the date of Mary
Ford's death, 4 January 1902, which is surprisingly missing from her death certificate.
We also learn of the date of James Jack's death, Mary's husband.
The Wright memorial No. 310 has the inscription;
Erected by William Wright sailor Millport in memory of his Grandmother Margaret Cowan
who died June 1796 also for his Grandfather Alexander who died 23rd July 1817 aged 90
and the remains of his son Robert also lies here who died 7th May 1822 aged 6 months.
Elizabeth Cochran Wright died 5th May 1927, aged 81 widow of William Ewing Fernie.
(Inscription on back of stone reads as follows; Parents and Children all to death must yield,
When he with the commission take the field.)
William Wright, who erected the memorial, was the eldest sibling of Margaret Wright,
who married Samuel Ford. William was a sailor with the Coastguard and is recorded as
retiring at Greenock.
The memorial confirms the statutory record and substantiates the crucial genealogical
relationship between Samuel Ford and Alexander Wright. This relationship effectively
made Samuel Ford a kinsman, if not heir, of Alexander Wright. This relationship will
help explain why Samuel Ford was known as 'feuar.' As the Research Officer with the
North Ayrshire Heritage Council, Hazel Menzies notes in a personal communication;
The majority of people at this time would have been tenants, so owning land would have
made him [Samuel Ford] an important man in the community.
The memorial record notes that Alexander Wright's wife, Margaret Cowan, died in 1796,
indicating that the family moved to Cumbrae after their youngest child, Robert Wright,
was born in Kilwinning in 1763.
A perusal of the Wright family tree also confirms that the family followed the traditional
naming pattern, which I will expand on further.
But Samuel Ford was not the only 'important' man in the community. Daniel Crawford
is the other memorial standing in line with the Ford, Jack, and Wright memorials. He is
also recognised as a 'feuar'.
21

Transcript of Daniel Crawford memorial who is also recognised as a feuar. Curtesy North Ayrshire Heritage
Council.

There are other records to consider which will help in fleshing out the otherwise sterile
and sparing data contained in the OPRs and Cemetery memorials. Both the Valuation
Rolls and Census Records contain important information.

The Valuation Rolls

Valuation Roll for Cumbrae 1855-56 records Mrs. Samuel Ford as the owner of the Crichton Street
address.

1864-65 valuation roll records Margaret Wright as ‘Mrs Samuel Ford’ and her daughter Mary as’ Mrs
James Jack’.

1875 valuation roll records Margaret Wright and Mary have moved along Crichton Street.
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The final valuation roll dated 1889 pertaining
to Mary Jack, who died in 1902, indicates
that she is living at 24 Crichton Street and
paying an annual feu duty of fifteen shillings.
The fact that Samuel Ford’s daughter is
paying a feu duty gives some indication as to
the extent the community ‘looks after their
own’.

Crichton Street
Millport.
Margaret Ford
resided in the stone
residence three
doors from the
corner. Insert, more
recent photo, Tim
Ford.

The Valuation Rolls identify many residents of Cumbrae not as 'renting' property but as
'owners' and paying a 'feu duty.' To more fully appreciate the significance of this
difference and the part feuars played in the local community deserves a publication of
its own. Briefly, it is best to recognise that a feuar had continuity of a dwelling and
therefore a roof over their head through inheritance. One of those so privileged was
Margaret Ford.
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In the 1851 census, Margaret Ford is recorded as living at Crichton Street, Cumbrae.
She is recognised as the 'house proprietor' while the 1855/56 valuation documents Mrs
Samuel Ford as the 'owner' of the Crichton Street residence. Margaret moved from
Stuart Street after the 1841 census (see below) and is now living independently,
indicating that her children have all left home. The use of the word 'owner' on the
valuation roll is significant.
At the 1864/65 valuation, Margaret's daughter, Mary, now widowed, recorded as 'Mrs
James Jack,' lives at her mother's same Crichton Street address.
The Valuation Rolls of 1872/73 confirm that Margaret Ford has moved from her
previous dwelling in Crichton Street and now lives at No. 24 Crichton Street with her
daughter, Mary, now recorded as 'Mrs Margaret Jack.' Margaret Ford is not listed under
the 'tenant' column. Instead, she pays a 'feu duty of 15/- (fifteen shillings) on property
valued at £7 to the Marquess of Bute again, confirming that Margaret Ford is recognised
as having 'rights' over the property in which she lived.
Although the valuation rolls were recorded after the death of Samuel Ford, the fact that
Margaret Ford/Wright is recognised as an 'owner' and paying a 'feu duty' indicates that
the same situation probably applied to her previous Stuart Street address following the
death of her husband in 1836.

Census Records
The Scottish Census Records between 1841 and 1891 confirm the OPRs concerning
Samuel and Margaret Ford's family and provide additional details not otherwise noted.
Previous censuses were undertaken in 1821 and 1831, but these were not open to the
public.
The 1841 census records Margaret Ford, now a widow since the death of Samuel in
1836, living in Stuart Street, Millport. The names of four of her children, Susanna,
John, Samuel, and James, are recorded along with their ages. The older members of
the family have all left home. Also recorded are two single men, both stonemasons,
along with James Sellars, a cotton handloom worker, his wife Mary, and their two-yearold son, John. Eleven people in one residence were not unusual given the times, and we
might surmise that Margaret was obtaining payment from her lodgers.
From the record, we also learn that Margaret Ford is engaged with embroidery work,
'flowers,' familiar to many of the island's women and another handy income earner. The
census details also confirm that the children were all born on Cumbrae. Again, we can
confirm names, dates, and places by cross-referencing the census records with the
children's birth certificates.
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1871 census Cumbrae.

1881 Census Cumbrae

1891 Census Cumbrae

1901 Census Cumbrae

From these demographics, we might presume that Margaret is struggling financially.
She is receiving some income from her occupation with embroidery and supplementing
that income with rent paid by lodgers. However, the census record does not indicate
that Margaret Ford effectively owns the residence on Stuart Street. However, given what
we know from the Valuation Rolls, we might reasonably assume that she inherited her
father's property.
The 1851 Census records James Ford, the youngest of the siblings, living in Kilmarnock
as a boarder and working as a wright. We might reasonably assume that James
followed his elder brother, William, into the carpentry trade. Both are recorded as living
at different addresses in Hill Street Court, Kilmarnock. William, recorded on the census
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1851 Scottish Census record of Mrs Margaret Ford living alone at Crichton Street.

1861 census records Samuel Ford, His wife Euphemia, their son Samuel aged 7 months and Edward Jack,
a nephew living in Lancefield Street, Glasgow. Samuel and Edward are recorded as being born in Millport.

The 1851 census records Margaret Ford living alone in Crichton Street.

The 1861 census of Cumbrae confirms that the two widows, spelt Foord, are now living together while
Margaret’s grand daughter, Georgina, is visiting.

as 'Jim' and born in Millport Buteshire, has married Sarah Clark (1848) and raised a
child, Samuel (born 1849), at Ardrossan in Ayrshire. Irvine, Ardrossan, Stevenson,
Kilwinning, and Kilmarnock are all within a few kilometres of each other.
The two 1851 Kilmarnock census records, Nos.109 and 116, are contained on the two
following pages, pages 25 and 26, verifying that the brothers were living nearby. We
might reasonably conclude that James and William were, in all probability, working with
the same company as carpenters. There is no record of the brothers on the 1861
census indicating that both had emigrated in the interim.
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1841 Scottish Census for Cumbrae showing
the detail for Stuart Street Millport and
Margaret Ford her household.
1851 census for Hill Street Court, Kilmarnock
pages 25 and 26.
Page 25 records William (Jim) Ford, aged 24,
a joiner born in Millport, Buteshire along with
his wife, Sarah aged 23, born in Irvine,
Ayrshire and their son Samuel, one year old,
born Ardrossan, Ayrshire.
Page 25 records James Ford as a ‘visitor’,
aged 16, born in Millport, Buteshire working
as a ‘wright’.

The 1851 Cumbrae Census records Margaret Ford, now living alone, not in Stuart
Street, but in Crichton Street, Millport confirming the earlier valuation record. As the
children have all left home, Margaret has vacated the Stuart Street residence for a
smaller dwelling on Crichton Street.
The 1861 census of Cumbrae records Mary Ford, who married James Jack, now also a
widow, living with her mother, Margaret Ford, at 12 Crichton Street.
Their
granddaughter, Georgina Purdon Ford, is also present. Georgina's parents are Samuel
Ford and Euphemia Brown, who live in Glasgow at the 1861 census and have Edward
Jack, the son of Mary Ford and James Jack, staying with them. Edward is recorded as
fourteen years of age and is a scholar. The census data bears witness to the fact that
the family remains in contact with each other. The record also documents variations of
the spelling of Ford (Foord) while Georgina is spelt Georgena.
Of interest is that the 1861 census of Cumbrae now includes a record of the number of
windows in each dwelling, recognising the importance of ventilation in crowded cities.
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Photo ‘Grandma Ford’, Margert Wright/Ford taken on in Millport. Photo courtesy Lyn Heading who has
passed the document to Corinne Fordschmid.

The 1871 census is almost unreadable but confirms that Margaret is now an 'annuitant'
and receiving some form of pension. She has moved to 24 Crichton Street and has
another of her granddaughters, Margaret J. (Jack) Ford, born to Samuel Ford and
Euphemia Brown in Glasgow, presently staying with her. Perhaps Mary Ford might be
reciprocating and staying with her brother Samuel and sister-in-law, Euphemia, in
Glasgow. However, the 1871 Glasgow census does not record her staying with Samuel
and Euphemia on the census date.
The 1881 census records the two widows, Margaret and her daughter Mary, living
together, and Margaret is recorded as being 'supported by her family,' an interesting
turn of phrase. Could it be that Margaret cannot afford to look after herself? Perhaps,
given that her daughter is now recorded as a 'housekeeper.' Or maybe, the previous
'annuitant' has been cut off for some reason? This terminology seems odd with what is
recorded on valuation rolls.
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Now ninety years of age, Margaret is perhaps not in the best of health, for we know that
she died the following year (1882). Her death certificate lists her husband, Samuel
Ford, and her parents, Robert Wright and Janet Gillies, all noted on the death
certificate.
There is one detail on Margaret Ford/Wright's death certificate which is curious, Robert
Wright, Margaret's father, is recorded as a weaver. Using her married name Jack, Mary
Ford is recorded in the 1891 census as living at 24 Crichton Street, Millport. She is
'living on private means' and has Annie L. Pickett, a teacher who is also a widow, staying
with her as a boarder.

1882 Death Certificate for Margaret Ford confirming her parents and her husband as Samuel Ford. No date is given
but the death was registered 14 June 1882.

Birth certificate for Margaret Jack Ford providing the maiden name of her mother, Euphemia Brown and that she
married Samuel Ford, 31 December 1855..

Death Mary Jack, 4 January 1902, daughter opf Margaret and Samuel Ford. Her son, Edward Jack is present.
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The 1901 census shows that Mary Jack's son, Edward, and his wife, Helen, have come
to Millport apparently to look after their mother, who is now eighty-eight years of age.
Mary Jack died at Crichton Street Millport with her son, Edward Jack present, on 4
January 1902. Her death certificate confirms that Samuel Ford, a quarryman, and
Margaret Wright were her parents.
Edward Jack only survived his mother by two years and died in 1904 in Millport. His
death certificate reveals he was living at 24 Crichton Street at the time, his mother's
residence. He is recorded as married to Helen Todd, but I can find no record of their
marriage. It was Edward who erected the Jack memorial in the Mid Kirton Cemetery.

James Ford’s family tree connecting Samuel Ford with my father, William Ford and then John Charles Ford.
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Tracks and Time

H

aving identified Samuel Ford and Margaret Wright living on Cumbrea in the early
1800s, I now focus on a genealogical arc spanning some two hundred years. In
turn, this raises the obvious question, how can I be sure that I have identified the 'right'
people across time and space? Have I tricked myself into accepting some erroneous
information and then threading it into the narrative? It is a question that preoccupies
genealogists.
As an ancestry searcher, I discovered many people bearing the name Ford. But only
one that links my father, William (Bill) Ford, back to Samuel Ford living on Cumbrae in
the early 1800s. So, when I did 'find' Samuel Ford and his family living on Cumbrae,
how could I be sure that his youngest son, James, was the same James Ford that my
father had written at the top of his family tree? What connected Samuel Ford in
Cumbrae with my father living in Australia? Until I made that connection, Samuel Ford
was just another name.
Fortunately, the OPRs confirm that only one family named Ford lived on the small
island of Cumbrae between 1800 and 1904. I did find a Jean Ford, who married
William Caldwell and bore a son, John Caldwell, in 1811. However, this event occurred
before Samuel's marriage to Margaret in 1815. Interestingly, William Caldwell, who
married Jean Ford, is recorded as working as a quarrier. Unfortunately, a search of the
OPRs concerning Jean Ford failed to reveal any further information. Which raises the
question, how did I find Jean Ford in the first place?
The National Records of Scotland, through their website Scotland's People, allows one
access to adjacent pages of the OPRs. Scanning the whole ledger rather than a single
page distinguishes the genealogist from the casual ancestry searcher. While I was
searching these 'hidden' pages, covering twenty-odd pages of the birth records of
Cumbrae, I 'discovered' Jean Ford. My interest in Jean Ford illustrates some of the
intricacies involved when researching the archives. In turn, the discovery of Jean Ford
raises other questions, if I had kept searching, how much else might I discover? As it
turns out, I found much about the connections between the Millport population and the
revenue cutter, the Royal George. I covered some of this material in A Ship Has Been
Sighted: the Story of Samuel Ford. There is, however, a cut-off point beyond which
further information becomes superfluous and unhelpful to the process. There is also
the matter of cost; the more pages accessed, the greater the cost. The method also
allowed me to identify mistakes, clarify irregularities and identify individuals who would
have otherwise remained hidden within the record.
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Having confirmed the presence of the Ford family on Cumbrea in the 1800s, it was then
a matter of linking a series of births and marriages through to the present day. This
process might seem a relatively simple task of connecting the various records in state
archives in Scotland, New Zealand and Victoria. Still, there is a problem, what if the
'official' state archives get it wrong?
Apart from Scotland, the general practice across state archival is to trim out redundant
data producing a sterile document showing a name, date, and place and adding an allimportant official reference number. It was not always the case, as old handwritten
records can contain any amount of valuable information that lies outside the interest of
the official state archives. An original handwritten record can expose and correct
mistakes within the archive and assist by supplying additional information missing from
the 'official' document.
For instance, I could not find the marriage record of Samuel Ford (b.1832) and his wife
Euphemia Brown either in the OPRs or the Statutory Registers. As a result, I was
unable to discover Euphemia's family name. However, the handwritten records of the
births of two of their children note their mother's maiden name, Brown, and the
wedding date, 31 December 1855.
Another more glaring state archival mistake is the birth record of Florence Maude
Trezise, my grandmother. The Victorian State archives have her name recorded as
Florence Small Trezise.
This rather obvious redaction can is corrected by crosschecking with other records.

Victorian Birth Certificate for Florence ‘Small’ Trezise which we know from other records was
named Florence Maud Trezise.

The Victorian birth certificate of Robert Muir Ford is still a further example where a
handwritten record contains valuable information otherwise missing from the New
Zealand record.
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New Zealand Marriage Certificate for James Ford and Elizabeth Muir. Below, copy of the ‘offical’ NZ
marriage certificate.

While New Zealand archives document
the marriage between James Ford and
Elizabeth Muir, there is no mention of
their parents or where they may have
been born.
In this respect, the
marriage certificate is little help in
establishing any genealogical line of
descent.
On the other hand, Robert Muir Ford's
Victorian birth certificate recorded his
father as James Ford, a carpenter by
trade born in Millport, Ayrshire,
Scotland. His mother, Elizabeth Muir,
is recorded as being born in Greenock,
Scotland and was 24 years of age
when Robert Muir Ford was born
(1869).
Robert Muir Ford's birth
record also notes that his parents
married in Otago, New Zealand, in
May 1854.
His sisters, Janet Muir
Ford and Margaret Ford, are recorded
as born in New Zealand and their
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respective ages. Further, the birth certificate notes that Robert Muir Ford's father,
James Ford, was 34 years of age at Robert Muir Ford's birth, confirming his father's
birth date as 1835. Given that the Scottish OPRs record that James was born on 27
December 1834, just a few days short of 1835, we might readily dismiss the one-year
error.
Two other matters require clarification. Robert Muir Ford's birth certificate indicates
that Millport lies within Ayrshire rather than Buteshire, which, as I noted earlier, did
not eventuate until 1975. This relative minor detail might suggest a larger reality that
those living on Cumbrae recognised a closer affinity with the Ayrshire rather than the
more rambling collections of islands that made up Buteshire.
There is one notable mistake on Robert Muir Ford's birth certificate; the marriage of
James and Elizabeth is recorded as 1854, out by ten years. But by cross-checking birth
certificates and census data, we can confidently acknowledge the inconsistency as a
scribal error. One readily identified when examining their marriage certificate written in

Victorian birth certificate for Robert Muir Ford born Ballarat 12 May 1869. If my father had been in possession of this
document he would have known that his parents were married in NZ and his aunts, Janet and Margaret, were born in NZ.

1864.
Robert Muir Ford's birth certificate is in stark contrast to the official New Zealand
Marriage Certificate of James Ford and Elizabeth Muir. Without Robert Muir Ford's
birth certificate, we could not identify his mother and father specifically.
The New
Zealand official marriage certificate only records the obligatory identification number,
their names, that they were single, and the date and place of marriage. Relying on the
official document would not have revealed that James or Elizabeth emigrated from
Scotland nor their respective ages, key details when confirming family genealogies.
The handwritten marriage certificate of James Ford and Elizabeth Muir shows additional
information not otherwise noted on the official record issued by the New Zealand
Government. Those acting as witnesses are identified. The Reverend John Christie,
who arrived in New Zealand the previous year authorised to build the Presbyterian
Church at Waikouaiti, was the officiating minister. But, interestingly, the marriage was
carried out in the local Golden Fleece Hotel and not, as one might have expected, in the
local church. I cannot understand why the wedding was held in the local hotel as the
Presbyterian Church at Waikouaiti was completed in 1863.
I have contacted the
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Presbyterian Church in Dunedin but was sadly informed that the salient records had
been unfortunately destroyed.
The importance of obtaining a copy of the original handwritten documents is paramount
in establishing ancestral lines of descent. As I have illustrated above, there are several
errors in the archival record of my ancestors. The importance of identifying, explaining,
and, if appropriate, correcting these errors is part of the genealogical endeavour. I was,
therefore, delighted when the Secretary of the Anglican Parish of Mount Barker in South
Australia found the marriage record of my parents buried in the Parish archives.
A photo of my parent's marriage ledger record kept in the Anglican Parish of Mount
Baker. Photo, Annette Schirmer.
My parent's record is an excellent example of an original hand-written record made at
the time of the event.
William Ford married Florence Josephine Margaret Cornish in
1942 at the St James Anglican Church, Blakiston in South Australia. The record's
authenticity is attested to by the fact that I recognised my parent's signatures. Those
present are also recorded, and the odd ink smudge back in the days when pen and
black ink were the standard tools for writing bear witness to its originality. It should be
apparent that an 'official' reference number is missing. My parent's marriage record is
about 'original' as records come, and somewhat fortuitously, the marriage record was
still held in the local church archives.
The documents noted above provide examples of the differences concerning the amount
of information each record might contain and the accuracy of that information.
Continually cross-checking documents assists in identifying and explaining
inconsistencies that inevitably creep into the archives. These records then become
accepted as 'true' with repercussions for later generations unless confronted and
corrected. I have not referenced the more popular commercial ancestry type websites
because of the errors they contain.
One also must be mindful that anyone can
essentially write out a document and claim it represents birth or marriage.
Further, commercial ancestry websites do not check the information added to them by
subscribers. For this reason, State archives are the only entity that claims authority
over such matters. The guarding of personal identity data is now a matter of concern,
and one can understand the need for securing state archives is of importance. But as
noted, even State archives can get it wrong.

Births & Marriages

The birth records of James Ford and Elizabeth Muir's children, Janet Muir Ford
(Dunedin), Margaret Ford (Wellington), and Robert Muir Ford (Ballarat), confirm the
family's movements from Cumbrae in Scotland to the South Island of New Zealand and
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Ford family Australian tree indicating those who emigrated to Victoria and those who emigrated
to South Australia. William Ford’s second marriage is also noted.

hence to Ballarat, Australia.
Australia in 1868.

It would appear that James and his family arrived in

The order of births and marriages that connect Samuel Ford with my father, William
Ford, are illustrated in the James Ford Family tree.
James Ford's Scottish birth certificate is a digitised image of the original handwritten
record. It bears the official Seal of the General Registry Office, Edinburgh.
James Ford, the son of Samuel Ford, was born in Cumbrae, married Elizabeth Muir in
New Zealand in 1864 and bore two daughters. His son, Robert Muir Ford, was born in
Ballarat, Australia, in 1869.
Robert Muir Ford, born in 1869, married Esther Grace Collins in 1904, not in a pub nor
a church, but at his father's home in Wills Street, Bendigo.
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Marriage Certificate Robert Muir Ford and Esther Grace
Collins.

Official Scottish birth certificate for James Ford

The Reverend Keith Mack marriage
conducted the marriage under the 'forms' of
the Congregational Church. The marriage
certificate confirms the parents of Robert
Muir Ford are James Ford and Elizabeth
Muir and that Robert Muir Ford is a
Signalman with the Victorian Railways.
Mary Ford, Robert's younger sister, born in
Ballarat in 1878, witnessed the marriage.
My father's (William Ford) birth certificate
(1913) confirms his parents are Robert Muir
Ford and Ether Grace Collins. The birther
certificate lists his siblings, Jean, James
(Jim), and Robert (Bob) Muir Ford. He was
born in High Street, Seymour, and his father
was a railway employee at Seymour.
John Charles Ford birth certificate

Finally, my birth certificate confirms my
parents' names. William Ford and Florence
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Josephine Margaret Ford were married on 10 April 1942 at Blakeston in South
Australia.
Given the above, the patrilineal order of descent from Samuel Ford is as follows;
James Ford was born in 1834 on Cumbrea (birth certificate) to Samuel Ford and
Margaret Wright in 1815. There is no marriage certificate but ample evidence they were
married.
James Ford married Elizabeth Muir in Waikouaiti just north of Dunedin in the Otago
area of the South isle of New Zealand, 1864 (marriage certificate). James and Elizabeth
had two children in New Zealand, Janet Muir Ford, 1865, and Margaret Ford, 1867
(birth certificates). One son was born in Australia, Robert Muir Ford, 1869 (birth
certificate), and another daughter, Mary born in Australia in 1878.
Robert Muir Ford married Esther Grace Collins in 1904 (marriage certificate) and raised
four children, including William Ford, 1913 (birth certificate). William Ford married
Florence Josephine Margaret Cornish in 1942 (marriage certificate). He raised three
children, of which I was the eldest (birth certificate), born in 1943.
It is at this point that most genealogies finish. There is little to add with the necessary
line of descent being established other than posting names and dates on a family tree.
But in looking back over the archives, there is much still missing. For instance, the
statutory record is ominously silent about Samuel Ford's past. Apart from the missing
information, there is also the significant matter that Samuel Ford was recognised as a
feuar. What is a feuar, and how did Samuel Ford come by such recognition?
What about Samuel Ford's family? The older siblings remained in Scotland while three
went to South Australia.
Susanna Ford married James Purdie on Cumbrae 13 August 1847. At the time, James
Purdie was a ploughman working in the rural area of Auchinback in the parish of West
Greenock. They emigrated to Adelaide with their infant child, Margaret, on the SS Emily
and left the Port of London on 3 May 1849, arriving in Adelaide on 8 Aug 1849. The
family is included on the passenger list of the Emily as emigrants selected by the
Colonization Commissioners London and passages paid by the Emigration Fund.
Susanna was the first of the Ford to arrive in Australia.
John Ford was born in 1830 on Cumbrae and made his way to Australia as a single
man. John Ford arrived in Melbourne on board the Catherine Mitchell, in January
1853, and, in his own words, 'like everyone else' went to 'the diggings' meaning Ballarat.
But golding mining proved unsuccessful and he travelled to South Australia, where we
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joined his brother in law, James Purdie, in farming. Corinne Fordschmid documents
his life extensively in her publication Once were Quarriers.
Samuel Ford, born in 1832, married Euphemia Brown on 31 December 1855 in Glasgow
while living in Grace Street Anderston, a suburb of Glasgow. He was a blacksmith by
trade. The family emigrated on the SS Clyde arriving in Adelaide with their children on
21 December 1876 'as emigrants selected by the Colonization Commissioners London,'
whose passage was paid for out of the Emigration Fund.
Why then did James Ford go to New Zealand rather than follow his older brother,
William, to Victoria? What drew William and then James to Victoria?
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New Zealand Sojourn

M

y father had never mentioned that James Ford, his grandfather, had lived in New
Zealand. I was therefore surprised when I learned that James had emigrated to
New Zealand and not directly to Australia. Although my father had possession of some
marriage and birth certificates from family members, he did not have a copy of his
father's birth certificate. If my father had been in possession of this record he would
have realised that his father’s, Robert Muir Ford, birth certificate secures the New
Zealand connection.
My father's ignorance of the New Zealand connection is perplexing as he had confirmed
that he had spoken to his two nieces, Janet and Mollie Ford, both spinsters. They had
told him that the family originated from Cumbrae in the western isles of Scotland. Yet
both Janet and Mary had remained silent about New Zealand. In my early years of
exploring my family's history, I had therefore concentrated on locating James Ford in
Australia. Corinne Fordschmid drew my attention that James Ford had lived in New
Zealand before immigrating to Australia.
As a result, I redirected my efforts toward the South Island of New Zealand. I found that
James Ford married Elizabeth Muir in Waikouaiti, north of Dunedin on the South Island
of New Zealand. Before moving to Ballarat, Victoria, they raised two daughters, Janet
Muir Ford and Margaret Ford.

Robert Muir Ford’s birth certificate confirming his father and his mother’s and noting Janet Muir Ford and
Margaret Ford as sisters born in New Zealand and their respective ages. The date of their marriage is
record as 1854, an obvious scribal error.

Once in receipt of Robert Muir Ford's birth certificate, I could crosscheck the records,
thereby confirming the movement of James Ford from Scotland to New Zealand and
then to Australia. Robert Muir Ford's birth certificate effectively connects my father
with James Ford in New Zealand and Samuel Ford in Scotland.
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Posters like these were appearing all over Britain enticing people to New Zealand and no doubt young minds
were influenced to make take the passage.
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Robert Muir Ford was born on 2 April 1869 at Ballarat West, and his birth certificate
documents several critical details. The certificate confirms that James Ford, then aged
34, a carpenter, was born in Millport, Ayrshire, Scotland, and married Elizabeth Muir,
aged 24, born in Greenock, Scotland. The date of marriage was recorded as 1854, an
obvious scibal error. James and Elizabeth's marriage certificate records their marriage
in Waikouaiti on 11 May 1864. Apart from this scribal error, Robert Muir Ford's birth
certificate confirms the New Zealand archives with the additional information that his
two elder siblings, Janet, then aged three, and Margaret, then aged two, are noted.
The last place in Scotland we can identify James Ford is in Kilmarnock at the time of
the 1851 census. We also noted that William, James' elder brother, had married Sarah
Clark, had one son, Samuel, and lived close to James in Kilmarnock. It is probably the
case they were working for the same employer. The next Scottish census, taken in
1861, fails to reveal any record of the brothers indicating that they were on their way to
the colonies.
The next definitive date for James Ford is his marriage in New Zealand. But why New
Zealand? In light of his close connection with his elder brother William in Kilmarnock,
what lured James to New Zealand rather than follow his brother to Australia?
Unlike William, Susanna, or Samuel, James was not married. His brother John was
also unmarried, but John was also older and a seaman when he arrived in Australia.
Perhaps being single, James elected to travel to Otago because of the close affinity that
part of New Zealand had with Scotland. This familiarity provided James with a sense of
continuity in an otherwise strange land.

The Free Church Presbyterians
The early years of the Scottish Presbyterian Church hold critical concepts cardinal to
understanding James Ford's emigration to New Zealand. It also throws further light on
Samuel Ford's life on Cumbrae.
John Knox led the Calvinist Reformation across Scotland in the 1560s, inaugurating the
Presbyterian Church. Over the ensuing centuries, the Church established ministerial
patronage whereby the local lairds and notable 'heritors' had legal obligations towards
the Church and the community. These responsibilities extended to appointing the
Church's ministers, paying his stipend, and maintaining the manse and general social
order. However, during the eighteenth century, 'patronage' became a political tool of the
English monarch to control the Church, thereby effectively controlling Scotland. Over
the following centuries, patronage became a contested area with ramifications for
Scotland and England.
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Scottish Settlers Arrive in Otago 23 March 1848.
Otago celebrates the arrival of the immigrant ship John Wickliffe as the founding day of the province.
The vessel and its 97 passengers sailed from Gravesend, England, on 24 November 1847. Three days
later, the Philip Laing left Greenock, Scotland, with 247 passengers. Both ships were carrying Scottish
settlers bound for New Zealand.
A Scottish settlement in New Zealand had first been mooted in 1842. Scottish architect and politician
George Rennie, concerned at English dominance over the first New Zealand Company settlements,
hoped to establish ‘a new Edinburgh’ in the southern hemisphere. Dunedin – the Gaelic form of
Edinburgh – became a feasible project once the New Zealand Company purchased the large Otago
block from Ngāi Tahu in 1844.
Divisions within the Church of Scotland transformed Rennie’s original plan. Unhappy with patronage
and state control, 400 clergy and about one-third of laypeople quit the established church. Some of
these dissenters, including Thomas Burns, William Cargill, and John McGlashan, saw Otago as a
home for a new ‘Free Church’. Two-thirds of the original Otago settlers were Free Church
Presbyterians.A Scottish settlement in New Zealand had first been mooted in 1842. Scottish architect
and politician George Rennie, concerned at English dominance over the first New Zealand Company
settlements, hoped to establish ‘a new Edinburgh’ in the southern hemisphere. Dunedin – the Gaelic
form of Edinburgh – became a feasible project once the New Zealand Company purchased the large
Otago block from Ngāi Tahu in 1844.

Other forces within the church resulted in the growing friction between the 'evangelicals'
and the 'conservatives.'
As a result, throughout the 1700s, these several 'reform'
movements culminated in the establishment of the Free Church of Scotland between
1833 and 1843.
In 1843, led by evangelicals, who thought that the State was unnecessarily intruding
into matters of religion, an evangelical movement within the Free Church chose as one
of the main aims colonization of the new lands. The Southeast coast of New Zealand,
Otago, was already home to early Scotts settlers who had named their location Dunedin
(Gaelic for Edinburgh). Subsequently, in Scotland, the Otago Association was formed to
entice church members to emigrate to the South Island of New Zealand. In 1847 two
passenger ships, the John Wickliffe and the Philip Laing, set sail for Dunedin (Galic for
Edinburgh) carrying some 350 passengers, most of whom were Scottish.
The Free Church actively campaigned across Scotland for passengers to emigrate from
Scotland to Dunedin in the following years. This campaign likely influenced many
Scotts into opting for the open space and clear air of another country far away. In 1844
James Ford would have been ten years of age and probably still living with his mother
on Cumbrae and therefore not part of this early migration. However, the sentiment and
enthusiasm raised by posters appearing on walls and buildings and newspaper articles
about life in Otago would have influenced a young mind a few years later. It was
inevitably the case that James Ford attended church, as did everyone else. As many
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had already emigrated, the general conversation was probably about the 'new
Edinburgh' way down south.
Being single and now alone since William left, this
influence may have directed James to elect to emigrate to New Zealand rather than
Australia.

Waikouaiti
Waikouaiti is located on the East coast of the South
Island of New Zealand, about forty kilometres
north of Dunedin. Its street names, such as Perth,
Clackmannan, Edinburgh, Rothesay, Dumbarton,
Glasgow, and Aberdeen, resonate with a distinctive
Scottish heritage.
James arrived in the colony, probably about the
same time as his future wife, Elizabeth Muir, in
1862.
However, I can find no record of their
respective arrivals.
Ship's passenger lists are
available for some arrivals, but no official record is
kept for fare-paying passengers.
Unless one is
lucky in finding a passenger ticket or an elusive
passenger list, the record remains blank.
From the little data available, we know James was
a carpenter, and any amount of building would
have been going on, including constructing the
Presbyterian Church at Waikouaiti.

Map showing the location of
Waikouaiti and Dunedin. Google
Maps.

I contacted the Waikouaiti Historical Society, who kindly supplied the following
information connecting James Ford and Robert Muir, the father of Elizabeth Muir.
In the publication Northern Approaches, the author, C. W. S. Moore, writes;
The road was opened to Hawksbury (now Waikouaiti) in 1863 but the Waikouaiti River
Bridge, though commenced by the contractor R. Muir in 1862 was not completed until 1864.
The Museum also found a 'marriage notice' dated 10 May 1864, the day before the
marriage of James Ford and Elizabeth Muir, which gives some idea of their arrival in
Waikouaiti:
1864 no 60: James Ford, bachelor, carpenter, aged 23, dwelling place Waikouaiti, living in
the region 2 years to Elizabeth Muir, spinster aged 20, dwelling place Waikouaiti, living in
the region 16 months. With the consent of Robert Muir of Waikouaiti, father. To be
married in Golden Fleece Hotel, Waikouaiti. Notice dated 10 May 1864.
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There are two further references to Robert Muir working in the Waikouaiti area
connected with road construction in 1862-63. From Eileen Foote's, Roadway to the
Rushes, private publication, 1862, page 50;
A few weeks later another suspicious fire destroyed a large shed, grain and machinery on
Cherry Farm despite the fire fighting efforts of farm workers and Robert Muir and his road
makers who were working nearby.
On page 57, Foote notes;
in early 1862 the sections of Main Road near Blueskin, Kilmog Bush, Waikouaiti and
Pleasant River were formed, and Robert Muir began road construction through Cherry
Farm in June for £1900, but still there was concern that this 'bridle track' was too narrow
for carriage traffic.
These references identify the name Robert Muir with a time, 1862-63, and the places of
Cherry Farm and Waikouaiti. The records also confirm the building of roads and
bridges, which would have necessitated the employment of at least one carpenter.
Consequently, we may reasonably assume that given James Ford was a carpenter, he
worked with Robert Muir when he met his daughter Elizabeth.
A further personal note from the Waikouaiti Historical Society research officer, Barbara
Nind, concerning James Ford and Elizabeth Muir reads;
I think they are fairly temporary in Waikouaiti. The children's births are not registered in
Waikouaiti. There are no other Fords mentioned in registers at this time.
One would have imaged Elizabeth Muir, a minor, was living with her father.
Unfortunately, I cannot find any record or reference to Elizabeth's mother, Mrs Margaret
Muir. It is possibly the case that Robert was a widower.
I can find no reference to James Ford in the Otago area other than his marriage and his
daughter's birth. Others named 'James Ford' lived in the Otago area in the mid-1860s.
One was wanted on a charge of manslaughter, but none can be identified with James
Ford, born in Millport in 1834.

Marriage
It is apparent that James Ford met Elizabeth Muir through his working relationship
with her father, Robert Muir. Their marriage took place at the Golden Fleece Hotel,
presided over by the Reverend John Christie, a recent arrival from Glasgow. The bide's
father, Robert Muir, and one Alexander Crawford, a local storekeeper, acted as
witnesses.
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Golden Fleece Hotel,
Waikouaiti, marriage
certificate and
Presbyterian Church
Register showing the
marriage between
James FORD and
Elizabeth MUIR on 11
May 186
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The Reverend John Christie wrote a book in 1880 on his experiences in Waikouaiti but
made no mention of James Ford or Robert Muir. However, he notes that Alex Crawford
was a member of the first Palmerston Municipal Council in 1878. Notably, Christie
records that the construction of the Presbyterian Church was completed in July 1865,
which might explain why James Ford and Elizabeth Muir were married in 1864 in the
local Golden Fleece Hotel. I have contacted the Presbyterian Church in Dunedin and
advised that, unfortunately, apart from James and Elizabeth's marriage, the records
have been destroyed for that period.

Robert Muir
The 1851 Scottish Census reveals Robert Muir, his wife Margaret, and a daughter,
Elizabeth, living in High Street, Dumbarton. Dumbarton lies on the northern bank of
the River Leven as it enters the River Clyde. Both Robert and his wife Margaret were
born in Kilmarnock, Ayrshire. Robert Muir was a sawyer, or carpenter, aged 30, while
his wife is 34. At the time of the census, their daughter, Elizabeth, was aged six and,
therefore, was born in 1845. The 1851 census records notes that Elizabeth was born in
'Renfrewshire, Greenock', about 10 kilometres downstream of Dumbarton. These details
are consistent with the later details noted on Robert Muir Ford's birth certificate and
James and Elizabeth's marriage certificate.
Significantly James Ford, following the traditional naming pattern, and named his
second daughter Margaret indicating that Elizabeth Muir's mother was named Margaret,
again confirming the 1851 census record. Unfortunately, I cannot find a birth record for
Elizabeth Muir or a marriage record of Robert Muir and his wife, Margaret or any OPR
archive record for Robert Muir's wife, Margaret, in Scotland or New Zealand.
The New Zealand record is replete with several references to the name Robert Muir. The
Otago Nominal Index records at least two farmers, two miners, two construction

Two documents from the Otago Nominal Index. New
Zealand Electrol Roll identifying Robert Muir living
at Cherry Farm, Waikouaiti and record of the
1865-66 Electrol Roll.
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!851 Scottish census record of Robert Muir and his family.
Below, Insolvent Notice. The ‘L’ is diditised for £.
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contractors, and a bootmaker, all with the name Robert Muir and all living in the Otago
area.
The Otago Provincial Government Gazette, Vol IV (4), issue 177, page 380, dated 12
April 1862, firmly link Robert Muir with the Cherry Farm area near Waikouaiti. The
gazette records that a tender was accepted from Robert Muir and Co for work to be
carried out between 20 February to 31 March 1862 along the Cherry Farm Road,
amounting to £1899 (pounds) 18 shillings. From Reverend Christie's book, we learn
that Cherry Farm was built in 1873 on the Main North Road. The bridge was named
after Captain Cherry, a skipper of a trading vessel.
Further, as C.W.S. Moore notes, Robert Muir worked as a road contractor in the Cherry
Farm area, where significant delays were experienced in completing the Waikouaiti River
Bridge. Barbara Nind has suggested that the possibilities of these delays might be
found in an insolvency action which appeared in the Otago Witness on 10 February
1866, page seven.
Under the notice, police wanted one named Robert Muir for
'fraudulent insolvency.'
While there are some similarities regarding the name and the occupation, there are also
significant differences. The Otago Police Gazette explicitly mentions that the therein
named Robert Muir had a brother in law named Ford, a publican at Authur's Point on
the Shotover River some 150 kilometres west of Dunedin. James Ford's genealogy
confirms no family connection with anyone named Ford in New Zealand.
Noticeably, only one Robert Muir living in Waikouaiti is recorded in the Otago Nominal
Index as enrolled on the electoral roll from 1865 to 1880. Unfortunately, the index does
not provide any further details. Robert Muir remained on the electoral roll for some
fifteen years. There is good reason to accept that he was reasonably wealthy and
therefore not the subject of the insolvency mentioned above.

James Ford's family in NZ.
There are two birth records of daughters born to James Ford and Elizabeth Muir in New
Zealand. Janet Muir Ford was born on 4 September 1865 in Dunedin, and Margaret
Ford was born on 6 April 1867 in Wellington. Given the birth record of James's
daughters, the family moved from Waikouaiti to Dunedin after his first daughter was
born in 1865. Between the birth of their first daughter and their second daughter,
Margaret (1867), the family moved to Wellington, the newly established capital of New
Zealand located on the North Island. No doubt, given the new status of Wellington,
there was sufficient work for a carpenter to keep James busy.
Why James left Otago and travelled to Wellington is not recorded. There may have been
some family tensions that led to his departure. On the other hand, James may have
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Birth certificates for Janet Muir Ford and Margaret Ford
found road building and bridge construction not to his liking, given his education and
skill. The Waikouaiti River Bridge was commenced in 1862 but only completed in 1864
may well indicate James' frustration at labouring under such activity and the thought of
building yet another culvert too much to consider.
Regardless of the reasons, it was not long before James and his young family were on
the move again. Between 1867 and 1869, James and his family left New Zealand and
moved to Australia. Robert Muir Ford, James and Elizabeth's third child, was born in
1869 in Ballarat, Victoria.
Ballarat was still building following the Gold Rush of the 1850s. It is also significant
that James' elder brother, William, his wife Sarah and son Samuel had settled in
Ballarat as early as 1852. But on 19 October 1866, Sarah died. It may be the case that
James, at William's urging, moved to Ballarat following the death of Sarah. Both
brothers were carpenters, and Ballarat was a rapidly expanding city. Perhaps William's
residence at 6 Ascot Street, Ballarat, was available for James and his young family. As
we will see below, William remarried in 1868, probably shortly before James left
Wellington, New Zealand, for Ballarat, Victoria.
Ballarat, during the 1850s, was a town in the middle of a gold rush. Out of that history
arose myth and legend, and it is perhaps best to address these matters.
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Goldrush

T

he first incursion into the Ballarat occurred in 1837 when a squatter, Archibald
Yuille, took up a sheep run naming it Ballaarat, a constriction of the local
Aboriginal name for the area, Ball Arat. It was this spelling that Ballaarat officially
adopted when the town was declared a municipality in 1852. The name was retained
until 1994, when the spelling was formally changed to Ballarat.
Ballarat is associated with gold, but the first gold discoveries in Australia had been near
Bathurst, New South Wales, as early as 1823. The government was keen to establish
the rural and farming sectors and, perhaps fearful that labourers would leave the
industry seeking their fortune, kept the matter silent.
Early discoveries of gold in Victoria had been made but what happened at Buninyong in
1851 was different; the 'find' was publicised on page 2 of The Geelong Advertiser on 12
August 1851. The result was as many predicted.
The massive influx of 'diggers,' and in their wake, the 'free settlers,' triggered and then
transformed the embryonic roots of a struggling penal economy into a prosperous
nation. Gold ignited the tepid colonies that hitherto relied on the fluctuating fortunes of
the agriculture and pastoral industries for income. The floodgates had opened. In 1851
the Victorian population was 77,000 but rose to 200,000 by 1854. Between 1851 and
1861, the Australian population went from 400,000 to over 1,000,000. What happened
in this decade formed the Australia we know today. While the pastoral industry is still a
significant contributor to the Australian economy, it is what lies under the ground that
underpins the Nation's wealth.
The discovery of gold at Ballarat and its surrounds fuelled an exodus from cities and
towns as miners flooded into the region which now including Bendigo (Sandhurst) and
the smaller areas of Daylesford, Castlemaine, Maryborough, and north to Inglewood and
St Arnaud. What became known as the Victorian Gold Rush proved to be the biggest
gold rush of them all. The Victorian goldfields now accounted for one-third of the
world's gold production.
The first settlement at Ballarat was little more than a collection of shantytowns where
people lived in tents along unplanned streets and tracks. However, by 1852 a plan was
developed to open up an area west of the diggings and away from the congested creek
beds, gravel heaps, and mullock heaps. The location, appropriately named Ballarat
West, with planned streets and allotments, encouraged the building of more substantial
and permanent dwellings.
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Significantly, a post office was operating in
Ballarat by 1851, which meant that letters
were written, posted, and received. People
and families were keeping in touch with
one another. By 1853 a local newspaper,
The Banner, was up and running.
It was about this time that William Ford, a
carpenter from Cumbrae, arrived in
Ballarat.
As I suggest further below,
William, his wife Sarah, and their child,
Samuel, came about 1852 and would have
been one of the earliest families on the
goldfields. One can imagine the lack of
hygiene and sanitation. There were no
doctors, or even midwives. Infant mortality
was common.
As William Bramwell
Withers observes in his The History of
Ballarat, women in Ballarat in 1852 were
a rare sight;
The first woman who arrived among the
diggers was a bullock-driver's wife …
but when the first two years had
passed, and the goldfield had acquired
some elements of permanency women
joined their husbands, sons, and
brothers already here, or came with
newcomers, and thus gradually the
diggers' social life assumed a greater
similarity to that of older settlements.
Place names around Ballarat reverberate
with meanings and reflect ethnic diversity;
Black Hill, Sailors Gully, Eureka Lead,
Canadian, Gravel Pits, Rotten Gully, Dead
Horse Gully, Scotchman's Gully, Bakery
Hill, Nightingale, Frenchman's,
Sebastopol, and Golden Point, to name a
few. Given the above, it might seem that
the goldfields were a lawless frontier, but
such was far from the case.
A
correspondent from the Melbourne Argus,
as recorded by Withers, penned these
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words on 13 November 1854;
These Ballarat diggers … have few advantages, precious little of the gospel offered to
them, little either of education given; no wonder, indeed, if they were vagabonds. But, as
far as I could hear or see, the greatest possible order and sobriety, the utmost observance
possible, I may say, of the Sabbath, has characterised their proceedings. Clean and neat
in their diggers' best costume, they promenade over these vast goldfields, their wives and
children in their best frocks too; but anything more calm or becoming or regardful of the
day could hardly be witnessed in the best towns of even Christian Britain. How delightful
would it not be to rule such men well?
If all was peace and quiet, what then triggered the incident that claimed the lives of
twenty-two miners and six soldiers in what became known as the Eureka Stockade?

Eureka Stockade

Much has been written about the
Eureka Stockade within the local
Ballarat history and its broader
Australian implications.
The
question which inevitably arises
when any discussion is held
around the topic is whether the
rebellion was about democracy.
Such is not the case.
Initially, governance was
autocratic, with the Governor of
the Colony of New South Wales
responsible to the British Home
Office. As each colony separated
from New South Wales, a separate
Governor was installed, again
accountable to the British Home
Office.
But while the Governor
had an autocratic rule, authority
was being divested and widened to
include the growing population.
The right to vote was established in
1843 in New South Wales but only for males and only those who had £200 of freehold
property or paid £20 rent. Throughout the colonies, self-governance was progressively
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granted to Tasmania (1855), Victoria (1855), South Australia (1856), New South Wales
(1858), Queensland (1859), and Western Australia (1890). The secret ballot was also
progressively introduced from 1856 to 1877, and women received the voting franchise
by 1899. Democracy was well underway in Australia by the time of the Eureka incident
in 1854.
To suggest, therefore, as some do, that Ballarat and the Eureka Stockade were the
'cradle of Australian democracy' is yet another instance of 're-writing history' that
smacks of ideology rather than history. The trigger for the Eureka Stockade lay, as it
did in the Clyde estuary in the 1800s, not in the doctrine of the French Revolution but
as a direct result of the imposition of pedantic and draconian government policies and
practices.
The miners on the Victorian goldfields were not an illiterate mob. Most were better
educated than the general population, many of whom were descendants of convicts.
The 'diggers' could read and write, and they had skills otherwise lacking across the
colonies. They also arrived on the goldfield under their own initiative, without any
government invitation or assistance.
However, for police the expanding colony of Victoria (1951) posed problems. At the time
the Victorian government had 44 soldiers and a handful of police. To overcome the
disparaty the police wage was increased by 50% to enhance recruiting. This had the
unfortunate effect that meant anyone who would be seen wearing a uniform was
accepted. Runaway convicts, bushrangers, and some 130 brutalised and hardened exwardens from the Van Diemen's Land (Tasmania) goals filled the void. The results, as
happened around the Clyde, were predictable. Graft and corruption abounded.
To offset the costs created by the escalating population on the goldfields, the
government imposed license fees on gold diggers which escalated from 30/- (thirty
shillings) to 60/- per month between 1851 and 1854. But it was not just the cost
involved. The actual process of gaining a license entailed waiting in line for hours.
Additionally, as 'scrapping and gouging' gave way to 'deep lead mining,' miners were
required to climb ladders of some 100 feet just to present their license when called upon
by police. It was also the case that miners could dig for months without any income and
coiuld not afford the cost of a license. Further, the flimsy paper license, which had to be
carried at all times, readily disintegrated in the wet and humid mining conditions. The
overall result was that many 'diggers' no longer bothered to obtain a license, thereby
increasing police surveillance.
There was the matter of Assistant Commissioner Armstrong, himself an ex-convict, who
is reported to have beaten miners unconscious at the slightest provocation. Police on
the goldfields followed his example. But as we learn elsewhere, the miners were largely
orderly and peaceful. Ballarat was apparently 'renowned for its progressiveness and
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quietness' with the result perhaps that the miner's complaints were effectively ignored.
The death of James Scobie changed all that.
Scobie was felled by a blow following an altercation outside the Eureka Hotel. Scobie
and a friend were apparently out that night renewing an old friendship and were no
doubt drunk. A window was broken, words exchanged, a blow delivered, and both men
were knocked to the ground. Scobie did not recover.
This unfortunate and tragic incident might have been quickly forgotten in the ordinary
course of affairs if the appropriate legal system had been followed. But the spark that lit
an already corrosive social climate was delivered when the local magistrate summarily
dismissed the severe charges of murder bought against the hotel owner and his
accomplices. Despite the overwhelming evidence of several eyewitnesses to the event
and the questionable character of the accused and the defence witnesses, the
magistrate's dismissal all but confirmed what the miners already knew, that the
magistrate was in league with the owner of the Hotel, not an unreasonable assumption
give the owner's criminal past.
The miners responded in several ways over the following weeks. The Eureka Hotel was
burned to the ground with the owner, James Bentley, fleeing for his life on a horse
provided by the local constabulary. Shortly after, Peter Lawlor inaugurated the Ballarat
Reform League to protest the government's mining policy and its goldfields
administration. A petition was also sent to the Governor-General informing him that
the community was dissatisfied with how justice had been administered following
Scobie's murder. The petition was successful, and James Bentley and three others were
subsequently arrested and arraigned before the Melbourne Supreme Court.
The
evidence was damning, and the three accused were found guilty and manslaughter. The
Hotel owner's wife was set free.
The court case, the 'guilty' verdict, and the subsequent imprisonment of the accused
only convinced the miners that the police and authorities on the goldfields were indeed
corrupt. On 1 December 1854, Peter Lalor and the men of the Ballarat Reform League
marched to the Eureka Diggings and set up a barricade.
Lawlor and the Reform League's movements did not go unnoticed. The Army had been
ordered to force march from Melbourne to Ballarat and attacked the stockade in a predawn raid on Sunday, 3 December 1854.
It should be remembered that Ballarat was
primarily a church-going community. Fortunetely, the local clergy pleaded with many
miners to return to their homes. As a result, most miners left, leaving a mere 150 men
within the barricade on the morning of the attack. In fifteen minutes, the fight was over.
Five British troopers were killed along with their Captain. Twenty-two 'diggers' died.
Lalor escaped with a shattered arm which was later amputated.
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A day after the incident, martial law was lifted. The matter was over. There had been
no revolutionary call, no insurrection, no coup d'état, no rebellion. But such did not
stop the overseas media from drawing unnecessary parallels between the French and
the American Revolution.
While the battle had been lost, it was the miners who won the war. What followed was a
prompt about-face on the part of the government. Reforms were implemented, and the
dreaded licensing system was abolished and replaced by a miner's right. The arrested
miners were all dismissed from any charges, except one Henry Seekamp, the editor of
the Ballarat Times, who was convicted of seditious libel, while Lawlor went on to become
an elected member of the Victorian Legislative Assembly.
What the miners sought was not a revolution but respect. They simply wanted to be
treated as humans, not convicts anchored in a penal colony. Knowing how much their
labour contributed to the colonial coffers, the miners had simply objected to being
treated as uneducated fools. Unfortunately, it took a fight at a stockade before the
authorities acknowledged the miner's true status.
At the time of the Eureka Stockade, William Ford was somewhere in Ballarat carrying on
carpentry and providing for his family.
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William Ford
1826 - 1895

Marriage record of William Ford and Sarah Clark and the birth of their son son Samuel.

William Ford was born in 1826 in Cumbrae. He married Sarah Clark in Ardrossan,
Ayrshire, on 30 September 1848, where their son Samuel was born in 1849.
The last record in Scotland we have of William Ford, his wife Sarah Clark, and their
child, Samuel, is contained in the 1851 Scottish Census. They are recorded as living in
Hill Street Court, Kilmarnock. The record shows William, recorded simply as ‘Jim,’ and
that he is working as a joiner (carpenter) and was born in Millport, Cumbrae.
It should be recalled, as outlined above, that William and his younger brother James are
both recorded on the 1851 census living at Hill Street Court, Kilmarnock. Both are
recorded as 'joiners' or 'wrights,' a now old-fashioned carpenter's name. The brothers
are not recorded on the 1861 Scottish Census, indicating that they have left Scotland,
William for Victoria, James for New Zealand. While there is no record of how William
emigrated to Australia, we know that he was living in Ballarat before 1856 and possibly
as early as 1852.
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Pages 25 and 26 of the 1851 Scottish Census details for Kilmarnock. Above, William (Jim) Ford is recorded
with Sarah his wife and child Samuel living in Hill Street Court. He is working as a ‘joiner’, that is, carpenter.
Below, James Ford is recorded as living in the same street as a lodger. James is working as ‘wright’, another
name for carpenter and is recorded as being born on Cumbrae, Millport.

As I cannot find a record of William and his family appearing on the Victorian 'assisted'
passengers list, it is probably the case he paid his way to Australia.
The next documented archival record concerning William is that of his wife’s death.
Sarah died on 19 October 1866 at 6 Ascot Street North, Ballarat. She was aged 38 and
is buried in the Ballarat Old Cemetery.
In the Family Notice section of the newspaper, William is recorded as William C. Ford. I
cannot explain the initial 'C' in William's name other than perhaps it stands for Sarah's
maiden name, Clark.
William Ford later remarried Janet Brown, a widow, previously Janet Baird, of
Drummond Street Ballarat, on 20 August 1868. Janet Brown/Baird was born on 25
March 1828 to Samuel Baird and Helen Kean in Dalrymple, Ayrshire, Scotland. In the
1841 Scottish Census, Samuel Baird is recorded as a shoemaker living with his wife,
Helen, and their son, James, aged fifteen, who is also a shoemaker. Janet Brown/
Baird's birth record confirms the Victorian marriage record details. William Ford and
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Sarah Ford’s death certificate confirming what we know including that she was buried according to the rites of the
Presbyterian Church. Below, death notice of Sarah Ford, wife of William Ford, late of Ayrshire, Scotland, The Ballarat
Star 25 October 1866, page 2. Curtesy Trove.

Death of Robert Brown, Janet Baird’s spouse, in 1861 at Ballarat. The Star 31 May 1861 curtesy Trove.
Janet Brown/Baird later married William Ford.

Scottish OPR of Janet Baird’s birth certificate (above) and her marriage certificate to Robert Brown
(below).
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Janet Brown/Baird had two daughters, one
born in Ballarat, Jessie Eliza Ford, and the
other, Minnie Anderson Ford, in the nearby
farming area of Clunes situated to the north of
Ballarat.
William Ford's second marriage and death
certificates confirm the details of his birth in
Millport and that his father, Samuel, was a
quarryman.
William Ford died at McKillop
Street, Geelong, on 27 September 1895. His

Above, last two columns of Sarah Ford (left) William Ford’s (right) death certificates. Below, Below,
William Ford’s second marriage to Janet Brown

death certificate confirms his and the families, Presbyterian heritage. From his death
record, William has taken up farming as an occupation. There is a record of Samuel
Ford, the son of William Ford, noted as forty-three years old at his father's death which
is consistent with the record.
Significantly, William moved from 6 Ascot Street before his second marriage (1868) and
lived at Whites Flat in Ballarat. Perhaps it was around this time that William invited his
younger brother, James, to move from New Zealand and take up the Ballarat residence.
It is at this point that the Ballarat Memorial becomes historically significant. A close
inspection of the memorial mentions Robert Clark Ford, who died May 1856, aged four
years giving a birth date of 1852. Given that Victorian civil registrations of births only
began in 1853, his name is missing from the State archives. The other child mentioned
in the memorial inscription is Janet Eliza Ford, who died in February 1863. A copy of
the Victorian archives confirms that Janet Eliza Ford was born in 1862 and died in
1863 at eight months.
Sarah Ford's death certificate indicates three deceased children, Robert, William, and
Janet. On the other hand, William Ford's death certificate mentions only one deceased
child, Robert, from his first marriage. There is no record of either William or Janet.
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William Ford’s death Certificate 27 September 1895 at Geelong. The certificate confirms what we know of William
Ford. There is also a detail record of the children born in both marriages. Of interest is the reference to only one
deceased child from his fisrty marriage, Robert.

Death certificate of Joseph Davidson.

Birth and death record from the Victorian Archives of Eliza Janet Ford born to William Ford and Sarah Clark
at Ballarat. The child lived for eight months. Below, while I can find no birth record I can find a death record
for William Ford who live for one year.
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While Robert Clark Ford and Janet Eliza Ford are recorded on the Ballarat Memorial,
there is no mention of the third sibling, William Ford on the memorial. William is,
however, noted on Sarah Ford's death certificate. The siblings are probably listed in
chronological order of birth on her death certificate, and a mother would probably know.
While I can find a death record, I can find no birth recorded for William in the Victorian
State archive.
Why William has not

6 Ascot Street, Ballarat
today and rates notice
1867-68 which records
the name Ford living at 6
Ascot Street. Curtesy
Ballarat and District
Genealogy Society.

been acknowledged on the Ford/Bolton memorial is open to speculation.
Given the Ballarat memorial details, we know that William Ford lived in Ballarat before
1856. Further, his son, Robert Clark Ford, was obviously born after the 1851 Scottish
Census. As I noted above, Victoria did not keep records of births, deaths or marriages
before 1853. Therefore, it is feasible that Robert Clark Ford was born in Ballarat in
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1852. If Robert was born in Ballarat, William and his family lived in Ballarat before the
Eureka Stockade incident in 1854.
There are two further aspects to consider. First, the internment and inclusion of Joseph
Davidson within the Ballarat Memorial.
The Victorian death certificate for Joseph Davidson does not provide much helpful
information. Of Joseph's past, there is not much to tell. He was from Durham in
England, but his parents are unknown. He apparently did not marry and had no
children. Apart from being a miner, he was living at Ballarat West at his death. William
Ford is recorded as his 'friend' and 'informant.' William proved to be a good friend by
providing Joseph with a place of internment and historically acknowledging their
friendship. The circumstances of their friendship, however, remain hidden.
The second is the part the residence of 6 Ascot Street, Ballarat, plays in the lives of the
Ford family. Across the Ford record, there are references to Ascot Street in Ballarat
West. Ballarat West was a planned land development drawn up by the surveyor William
Swan Urquhart to the west of the Yarrowee River, away from the crowded sprawling
conditions existing over the mining area itself. Over time Ballarat West effectively
became the central business district of Ballarat.
Sarah Ford's (1866) family death notice mentions 6 Ascot Street. The death certificate of
Elizabeth Ford, wife of James Ford, died (1882), records that she died in Ascot Street
but does not mention a specific address. Further, Robert Muir Ford, son of James Ford,
is likewise reported as being born in Ballarat West in 1869. The collective record
indicates that 6 Ascot Street was perhaps a refuge for the Ford family.
William Ford's marriage and death certificates confirm the details of his birth in Millport
and that his father, Samuel, was a quarryman. Following the death of his first wife,
Sarah, William has taken up farming as an occupation. Significantly, William has
moved from 6 Ascot Street. At the time of his second marriage (1868), he is recorded as
living at Whites Flat in Ballarat.
In all my conversations with my father, I cannot recall him mentioning New Zealand or
that his grandfather, James Ford, had a brother. When my father drew up the family
tree, he made no note of any other sibling of James Ford. For my father, William (Bill)
Ford was an unknown relation. It is also apparent that my father's aunts, Janet and
Mollie Ford, made no mention or acknowledged William Ford. Mollie was born in
Australia, but Janet, as was Margaret, was born in New Zealand. How is it that the New
Zealand connection fails to make it into the general family conversation?
Perhaps
herein lie some painful memories much like the death of Jean Ford which I will address
shortly. Perhaps some things should remain hidden.
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Memorial
by
William Ford
in memory of his beloved wife
Sarah
died 19 Oct 1866
aged 38 years
… marriage
their children
Robert Clark
… May 1856
Aged 4 years
Janet Eliza
Died … Feb 1863
aged … months
and their friend
Joseph Davidson
Died 1st Sep 1867
46 years

The Ford/Bolton monument located in the Old Ballarat Cemetery. The Brass plaque is a later addition dedicated
to Hammersley Garfield Bolton by his wife, Kathleen. Photos courtesy Tim Ford

Death certificate of Joseph Davidson.
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The Ford/Bolton Monument

T

he inscription on the Ford/Bolton memorial in the Old Ballarat Cemetery is
weathered and aged. However, I have made some progress is reconstruucting the
inscription.
Below the memorial's inscription is a more recently added brass plaque dedicated to
Hammersley Garfield Bolton by his wife, Kathleen. The connection between the families
was established when William Kinsey Bolton married James Ford's daughter, Margaret
Ford.
The Ballarat Old Cemetery website reveals a number of internments at location AN
Section 09, Grave 1, which I have arranged in chronological order. Those not buried in
the Ballarat Cemetery are James Ford and his daughter, Janet Muir Ford, both of whom
are interned in the Bendigo Cemetery. Their respective graves are unmarked.
William and Sarah Ford's second son, Robert Clark Ford, does not appear in the
Victorian archives.
The Research Officer at the Ballarat and District Genealogical
Society advised that there is no birth or death record for Robert Clark Ford as civil
registrations only began in 1853. The burial site in the cemetery was ‘reserved’ in May
1866, which coincides with Robert Clark Ford's death.
The Old Ballarat Cemetery memorial inscription indicates that the gravesite initially
covered four deaths in 1856, 1863, 1866, and 1867. Given this history, it may well be
that the memorial was a sign that William was saying goodbye to Ballarat and the sad
memories it must have carried for him. His only surviving child was now Samuel Ford,
who was born in Scotland. William remarried, became a farmer, raised two children,
and died in Geelong, Victoria.
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Ford, Janet Eliza, under 1 year, 9 February
1863.
Ford, Sarah. first wife of William Ford,
1866.
Davidson, Joseph, a miner, 1867.
Ford, William, infant of Robert Muir Ford
and Esther Grace Collins, 1877.
Elizabeth Ford/Muir, Wife of James Ford.
1882.
Bolton, Hammersley G (Garfield), son of
William Kinsey Bolton and Jane Morpeth
Gillies, Bolton’s first wife who died 1893.
He later married James Ford’s second
daughter, Margaret Ford, 1894.
James, James Leslie, student, 1910.
Ford, Robert Muir, Railway worker, married
Esther Grace Collins, 1917.
Ford, Jean, eldest of the children born to
Robert Muir Ford and Esther Grace Collins,
1931.

Ballarat Old Cemetery record and list of
internments in chronological order.

Ford, Esther Grace, wife of Robert Muir
Ford, 1966.
Bolton, Kathleen, wife of Hammersley
Garfield Bolton, 1983.

Unmarked grave of James Ford and his
daughter Janet Muir Ford, Bendigo Cemetery.
Tim Ford photo.
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James Ford
1834 - 1915

J

ames Ford was born in 1834 at
Millport on the Isle of Cumbrae,
Scotland.
He arrived in Australia via the South Island
of New Zealand, wher e he married
Elizabeth Muir and raised two daughters,
Janet Muir Ford and Margaret Ford. At
some time between the birth of his second
daughter, Margaret (1867), in Wellington,
New Zealand and the birth of Robert Muir
Ford (1869) in Ballarat, Victoria, James and
his family had moved to Australia.
Unfortunately, I have not found any
reference to James' arrival in Australia.
As indicated earlier, given the close
relationship between James and William, it
was probably the case that James moved to
Ballarat in 1868, perhaps staying with his
elder brother William. Recall that William's
wife, Sarah, died in October 1866. It was
probably the case that William invited his
younger brother to come to Ballarat after
he married Janet Brown on 20 August
1868.

James Ford studio portrait holding one of his children.
This photo was in possession of my mother who
could not positively identify the child in the photo. I
suspect the child may be Elizabeth (1872-1882).

As noted above, William moved out of the
Ascot Street residence and is residing at
Whites Flats, as recorded on his marriage certificate with Janet Brown.

William later

moved to Clunes, north of Ballarat, where he took up farming in the interim.
The birth certificate of Robert Muir Ford does not specify an address. Still, it records
that he was born in the Ballarat West, an area encompassing the Ascot Street location of
William Ford. Therefore, we might reasonably assume that James and his family were
living in a residence now vacated by his brother William.
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James Ford family tree.

James Ford’s Bendigo rate notice.
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James lived in Ballarat from his arrival in Australia (1868) until moving to Bendigo some
ten years later in 1879. A rates notice, retrieved by my brother on his visit to Bendigo,
reveals James living at Forrest Street, Bendigo and working as a carpenter in 1879.
From 1883 James was employed as an Inspector of Works, which he held until 1902. In
1887 James and his family moved to 64 Wills Street, where he resided until his death on
4 September 1915.
Following the birth of Robert Muir Ford, James had three further children, two of whom
did not survive childhood. Elizabeth/Eliza Ford was born in 1872 at Ballarat and died
in 1882 at Sandhurst (now Bendigo), while William Ford was born in 1875 and died in
1877 at Ballarat. Their next child, Mary Ford, was born in Ballarat in 1878, shortly
before James moved to Bendigo. Significantly, there were no more children born to
James and Elizabeth.
Both Robert Muir Ford and Margaret Ford married their spouses at the Wills Street
residence.
We gain some insight into James' life in Bendigo from the obituaries following his death.
He is well-liked and respected.
James' wife, Elizabeth Muir, died of cancer at Ascot Street Ballarat in January 1882.
Her death certificate confirms her father was Robert Muir, a contractor, and that she
was born in Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
Elizabeth Muir's death certificate refers to her mother's maiden name being Shearer. If
we accept the 1851 Scottish Census record, we can conclude that Elizabeth's mother
was named Margaret Shearer. Unfortunately, I can find no record on the Scottish Old
Parochial Records of the marriage of Robert Muir and Margaret Shearer.

1882 death certificate for Elizabeth Ford
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The fact that Elizabeth died at Ascot Street, Ballarat. James Ford was recorded as the
informant and living at Ballarat when Elizabeth died. This is intriguing. One may
reasonably ask why Elizabeth would have moved back to Ballarat from Bendigo at this
stage of her life? And why to Ascot Street, where her death certificate documents that
James Ford is a resident at this time?
The centrality of the Ascot Street address indicates that it may be the case that
Elizabeth did not accompany her husband to Bendigo. Yet, Elizabeth/Eliza Ford, born
in Ballarat in 1871, died in Bendigo in 1882 at eleven, perhaps indicating that she
accompanied her father to Bendigo.
The Bendigo Rates Notice confirms James'
movements.
Further, James' Obituary, which appears in the local The Bendigo
Advertiser, notes that he 'travelled miles of the 'Never-Never' country as an Inspector of
Works, often being 'in a buggy for weeks on end'. This anecdote indicates that James
must have been away from home for extended periods. Perhaps it was the case that his
wife, Elizabeth, elected to remain living in Ballarat under these circumstances.
It may be the case that his daughter, Janet, became the housekeeper in the absence of
Elizabeth. Because of her responsibility running the Wills Street household, Janet
missed the opportunity of marrying. Unlike his brother, William, he did not remarry.
James Ford's death certificate supports the archival record. As far as the record allows,
James Ford lived his life simply, if not frugally, and in harmony with the community.

Birth and death record Elizabeth Ford aged 11, also recorded as Eliza Ford.

Birth and death record of William Ford at Ballarat.
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Bendigo Advertiser, 4 September 1915 page 10. Curtesy Trove.
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The Bendigonian 9 September 1915. Curtesy Trove.

James' last will is indicative of
his life. He leaves his affairs to
his daughter Janet Muir Ford
and gives money to Margaret,
now married to William Kinsey
Bolton, and a further sum to
his son Robert Muir Ford, who
is now married with his own
family.
Interestingly, information
about his parents is distinctly
missing from the record. In the
column provided, such
information is marked
'unknown' indicative perhaps
of James' reluctance to talk
about the past, his silence on
such matters confirming that
neither my father nor any other
family member knew very little
about the life of James Ford.
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Jean Ford, William (Bill) FGord, James (Jim) Ford and Robert Muir (Bob) Ford. Photo taken probably 1916.

Robert Muir Ford
1869 -1917

R

obert Muir Ford was born on 12 May 1869 at Ballarat, married Esther Grace
Collins and raised four children, the youngest of which, William, was my father.
The photo of Robert Muir Ford and his wife Ester Grace Collins also includes the first
two of their four children, Jean Ford and James (Jim) Ford. Jean Ford was born in
1904, Jim Ford was born in 1907, and later followed Robert Muir Ford (Bob) in 1909
and my father, William (Bill) Ford, in 1913. Besides his family, Robert Muir Ford had
two interests, railways and rowing.
When he was sixteen, Robert joined the Victorian Railways as a signalman on 5 August
1885. In 1893-4, the Victorian Railways employed just over 3,000 men, boys and
women across various services. In 1887 some 925 women were employed by Victorian
Railways.
Notably, when the status of women was limited, the railway was instrumental in
breaking down social hierarchies. For instance, back on the island of Cumbrae in
Scotland, the highest rate of employment amongst women was as 'domestic servants'.
Forty years later, and 12,000 kilometres away, things were changing socially and
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Above, Ballarat Signal Box C. The photo is not dated but appears to be early 1900s. Of interest is
that a woman is quite comfortable posing for the photo in what was masculine space which might
reflect the social status of women at this time. Below, inside Ballarat Signal Box B. The wheel is
for opening and closing crossing gates. Photos curtesy Victorian Railways.
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Above, Robert Muir Ford identified by his Departmental No. 2608, commenced employment 5 August
1885 at age 16 working as a signalman earning eight shillings a day, Victorian Government Gazette No
132, list of employees as of 1 January 1902. Average weekly earnings (Australia) 1885 amounted to
£1-3-9,
Below, Victorian Government Gazette No. 30, 27 February 1918 records Robert working as a
signalman now earring eleven shillings and sixpence a day when the average weekly earnings was
£2-19-0. Courtesy Staff, Museums Victoria, Victorian Railways.

economically.
At a time (the 1880s)
when Victorian banks employed only
men, women made up nearly one-third
of the Victorian Railway workforce.

While the railway shifted goods and produce across
vast distances it was the horse and dray that still
provided the local traffic. Unknown source.
Below, Stationmistress and ganger – a married couple
–seated on a ganger's trolley at Thurla Railway
Station, circa 1929. Courtesy Staff, Museums Victoria,
Victorian Railways

The railway system worked on a strict
system of hierarchy that emphasised
discipline, punctuality and
organisation.
Loyalty and dedication
were demanded, and there was a strong
expectation that workers would advance
their railway-related skills outside of
working hours through various training
and self-improvement programs.
Yet
within this seemingly inflexible system,
there developed a strong community of
passionate workers about the railway
system. Many jobs with the railways
were highly regarded, offering people
secure, respected work.
(Courtesy
Staff, Museums Victoria, Victorian
Railways).
Railway employment included jobs
beyond engine drivers and firemen. It
i n c l u d e d r e p a i r, s t a t i o n a n d
administrative staff, refreshment room
attendants, and the local traf fic
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Above, photo of the Sandhurst Rowing Club boat houses and below, photo of the Club’s
Committee and Officials 1905. Robert Muir Ford is standing on the extreme right. Insert, Robert
Muir Ford. Photos Tim Ford.
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Life Members Board records R.M. Ford had been made a life member in 1901. Photo Tim Ford.
Sandhurst Rowing Club 1904.
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controllers, otherwise known as the signalman.
The railway line from Geelong to Ballarat opened in 1862 and later in the year extended
to Bendigo. The line was then extended to Echuca by 1864. When Robert Muir Ford
reached his twenties (1882), the railway was now a double-track and carried the bulk of
the freight between Melbourne and the border with New South Wales.
A more direct line was opened in 1889 from Melbourne to Ballarat, linking the paddle
wheel traffic on the Murray-Darling River system with the city and port of Melbourne.
Bendigo, like Ballarat, was not only an expanding city but was a central hub for railway
traffic.
It is also worth recognising that while the railway did move large quantities of goods
across extended distances, it was restricted in accessing other areas not serviced by the
rail network. Horses and drays were still widely used to bring goods to local markets
and to the rail freight terminals, then known as the 'goods shed'.
There was social status and prestige attached to railway jobs, even down to the lowly
'ganger' working on track maintenance. Not only were the wages higher than the
average, but railway employees enjoyed two weeks of annual leave, something most
Australian workers did not receive until well into the twentieth century. A signalman
was a highly valued job and entailed controlling the movement of trains through his
section of control. It might be a job compared to present-day air traffic controllers
perched high above airports.
The Victorian Government Gazette No. 30, issued 27 February 1918, records Robert
Muir Ford, which is interesting as his death certificate indicates that he died on 10 April
1917. 151
Apart from his family and work, Robert's other interest was rowing, and he was a Life
Member of the Sandhurst Rowing Club in Bendigo.
My brother, Tim, travelled to Ballarat and Bendigo in 2018, where he fortuitously visited
the old Sandhurst Rowing Club. The Club had been closed for some years. When Tim
arrived, there were people in the building dismantling what was left to transfer the
club's property back to Melbourne for storage. Tim quickly took some photos of the
remaining memorabilia, including the Life Members honour board and an old
Bendigonian newspaper article which just happened to have a photograph which
included Robert Muir Ford.
A newspaper article appeared in The Bendigo Advertiser on 16 December 1987 reports
on the second regatta held by the Sandhurst Rowing Club where Robert Muir Ford was
rowing in the 'stoke' position. Robert was something of an entertainer presiding at the
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'smoke night' held following the regatta in Hogan's Courthouse Hotel, where he made
some 'recitation'.
Unlike his grandfather, Samuel Ford living on Cumbrea in Scotland in the early 1800s,
Robert Muir Ford enjoyed some 'spare' time. Two generations earlier, there had been no
opportunity to engage in a rowing regatta or render a recitation at a 'smoke night'.
According to Robert Muir Ford's death certificate, he died on 10 April 1917 at the
District Hospital in Ballarat of cystitis, a condition readily treatable today with
antibiotics. The certificate confirms that James Ford and Elizabeth Muir were his
parents and lists his children, Jean, James, Robert Muir and William. He is recorded as
a railway employee. His obituary indicates that Robert Muir Ford passed away 'after a
brief severe and painful illness', suggesting that Robert was reposted back to Ballarat
shortly before he died.

Death Certificate for Robert Muir Ford 10 April 1917.
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The Sisters
Janet Muir Ford and Mary Ford

J

ames Ford and Elizabeth Muir's daughters, Janet Muir Ford, Margaret Ford and
Mary (Mollie) Ford, lived their lives mainly in Bendigo.

Given the report outlined in James Ford's obituary, it would appear that someone had to
look after the house at 64 Wills Street Bendigo while James was out with his horse and
buggy travelling the 'never-never'. This job apparently fell to Janet Muir Ford. Janet
never married, which means she is not recorded in the archives. The only report we
have is that of her death in 1931. She is buried in the Bendigo cemetery as outlined
above.

Mary (Mollie) Ford also remained unmarried, unusual for the time in which they lived.
She was born in Ballarat in 1878. Although I can recall my father mentioning that he
had talked to his two aunts, Janet and Mollie, I cannot find anything further other than
a death certificate. She died in Melbourne in 1955
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Margaret Ford and William Kinsey Bolton

M

argaret Ford married a widower,
William Kinsey Bolton, on 18 August

1894.
The marriage was held at 64 Wills Street
Bendigo,
her father, James Ford's
residence, and witnessed by Margaret's
siblings, Robert Muir Ford and Janet Muir
Ford. William Kinsey Bolton C.B.E, V.D.
had a distinguished career as a civilian,
army officer, and politician. He was the
first of many of Ford ancestry who took
part in the wars that engulfed much of the
twentieth century. Suffice it to say that
Margaret Ford was of support during these
times.
There were several children born as a
result of both Bolton's marriages. His first
marriage was to Jane Morpeth Gillies, who
bore him three sons and two daughters,
Hammersley Garfield Bolton, Ethel May
Bolton, Jeanne Bolton, Thomas Henry
Bolton, and Moore Hunter Bolton.

Lt. Col. William Kinsey Bolton.
Photo Corrine Fordschmid

The marriage of William Kinsey Bolton and Margaret Ford (1894) produced three sons
and two daughters, James Leslie Bolton, Helen Laurie Bolton, Ena Evaline Bolton,
Madge Bolton, and Sydney Bolton.
William Kinsey Bolton died in 1941 at Brighton Beach, a suburb of Melbourne, whereas
Margaret died on 21 March 1965.
Hammersley Garfield and James Leslie Bolton are buried in the Ford Memorial in the
Ballarat Cemetery.
Following the landing by Australian and New Zealand forces at Gallipoli on 25 April
1915, Bolton, a man of integrity, sought to be relieved of his position due to medical
reasons which he thought would jeopardise his command, which he relates in a
poignant letter. As commander of the 2nd Infantry Brigade, he saw one-third of his men
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Marriage certificate Margaret Ford and William Kinsey Bolton 1894

Margaret Ford’s death, Family Notice, The Argus, 23 March 1956 page 22. Trove.

killed. Many of them he knew personally, in the attempt to relieve the ill-thought British
lead Aitchi Baba engagement following their landing at Cape Helles.
There are a series of Bolton Clarke age care and retirement homes across Australia
honouring Lt. Col. Bolton and Lady Janet Clarke. Clarke was the president of the
Melbourne District Nursing Society between 1889 and 1909. In 2017, the organisation
renamed itself, Bolton Clarke, honouring her and William Kinsey Bolton.
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William Kinsey Bolton was born in
1860 in Lostock Gralam, a village in
Cheshire, England. He immigrated
to Australia with his family in 1868.
He worked as a builder in
Gippsland, later becoming an inspector of works in the Victorian
Department of Public Works in the districts of Bendigo and Ballarat, a
position that James Ford also held.
Bolton’s involvement in military service began early when he joined the
Southern Rifles in 1878. Commissioned as a lieutenant in the 3rd
Battalion, Victoria, in 1891, Bolton rose through the ranks to become
lieutenant-colonel and, in 1912, and commander of the 70th Regiment.
In 1914 Bolton enlisted in the Australian Imperial Force initially being
placed in command of the Queenscliff Force before mobilising the 8th
Battalion and sailing for Egypt in October. He and his troops landed at
Gallipoli on 25 April 1915 and later at Cape Helles on 6 May 1915.
Bolton fought in the Second Battle of Krithia (6–8 May, 1915) before
taking command of the 2nd Infantry Brigade. His command was cut
short due to his medical condition and was invalided back to Australia in
1915.
Bolton was described by Charles Bean, war correspondent and first
historian at the Australian War Memorial, as ‘a soft-hearted commander
very solicitous for his men’. A hill and ridge were named in his honour
at Gallipoli. Bolton went on to command the Ballarat Training Depot and
then the Defended Ports of Victoria before retiring from military service
in 1920.
In 1918 he was appointed a Companion of the Order of St Michael and
St George.
Bolton was a founder and first National President of the Returned
Sailors’ and Soldiers’ Imperial League in 1916. Encouraged by Prime
Minister Billy Hughes, Bolton stood for Parliament in 1917 as a
Nationalist and was elected to the Senate for Victoria. During his time
as a Senator, Bolton retained a strong interest in defence and military
issues, including the challenges facing returned servicemen. Losing his
seat at the 1922 election, Bolton was unsuccessful in his attempt to win
the seat of Henty in the 1929 federal election. On leaving politics, he
worked as a partner in a building firm.
Tim Ford
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William Kinsey Bolton’s service record and letter of resignation of command which followed his ’medical condition’.
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Ethel May Bolton

W

illiam Kinsey Bolton was not the only Bolton to serve in World War I. Ethel May
Bolton, daughter of his first marriage, enlisted as a nurse in 1915 and served in
Salonika (named Thessaloniki) in northern Greece. She was promoted to Sister in 1917,
left the Army in 1919, married in 1929, and died in Ballarat in 1971, where she was
cremated and her ashes scattered within the Ballarat Cemetery. She was awarded the
Royal Red Cross (2nd Class).

Royal Red Cross, 2nd Class awarded to Ethel May Bolton. Interestingly, the letter advising of the award
was adressed to her father, Lt. Col. William Kinsey Bolton at the time he was a member of the Victorian
Legislative Council.
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Jean Ford
1904 - 1931

J

ean Ford was the eldest child of
Robert Muir Ford and Ester
Grace Collins.
She was born in
Bendigo in 1904, did not marry and
died tragically at St. Arnaud, about
80 kilometres west of Bendigo,
Victoria, on 4 June 1931.
Her father, Robert Muir Ford, worked
as a signalman in the Victorian
Railways but died suddenly on 10
April 1917.
Now widowed, Esther
Grace Ford, with four children to
support, bought a corner store in
Ballarat, which provided an income
for the family. My father told me that
the four boys slept in a sleep-out at
the back of the shop, which was
bitterly cold in winter. His mother
and Jean shared the one-bedroom
attached to the shop.
As Grace Ester Ford was occupied
with running the shop, Jean
effectively took on the role of 'mother'
to her younger siblings. Without a
father, it is probably the case that a young Bill Ford looked to his elder sister Jean as a
role model.
The studio photograph of the four children taken about 1916 has a story which gives
some idea of the relationship between my father and Jean.
My father does not recall the exact events surrounding the taking of the studio
photograph. However, his brothers told him that the siblings had been arranged in line
according to their age, with Bill, being the youngest, at the end. But, so the story goes,
young Bill was having none of this and promptly placed himself alongside
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Two photos of Jean Ford. Note on the back of the photos indicates the left hand photo was taken at
Ararat in 1929 and the right at 306 Windermere Street, Ballarat 3 May 1931.

Ebenezer Tennis Club opening. Below, writing on the back of the photograph identifying James Ford.
I have looked in vain but cannot locate either Jean or Jim Ford
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his elder sister, Jean. Now captured on
camera, the incident illustrates the close
relationship between my father and Jean.
Jean's death in 1931, at the age of 23,
was a shock to the family, but it must
have been a bitter blow to my father at
the age of fourteen.
As I recall from my childhood, Jean Ford
was a silent member of our family.
I
knew my grandmothers and my uncles,
James (Jim) and Robert (Bob), but
nothing of Aunt Jean. I had been told
that both my parents had lost their
respective fathers early, but I had been
told little of Jean.
I had broached the
matter a couple of times and told that
Jean had been killed by a train, but in the
telling, I could sense something was
missing even in my youth.
Jean Ford became a double certificate
nursing Sister and, from the inquest
accounts following her death, a good one.
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I have a photo of Jean at Ararat dressed in her uniform.
Jean later moved to the
hospital at St Arnaud, after which she started a small private hospital, Weroona, in the
town.
Two days after taking over the hospital, Jean, sleepwalking on the night of 4 June 1931,
left the premise, which backs onto the railway line and was struck by the Mildura Melbourne express train killing her. The subsequent coroner's inquest confirms the
details.
The two newspaper articles from the St. Arnaud Mercury dated 6 June and 10 June
1931 were kindly forwarded by the St. Arnaud & District Historical Society and provide
evidence that Jean was highly regarded both in the St Arnaud and Ballarat
communities. Jean was much loved by many beyond her immediate family.
The tragic event was covered by Melbourne and local newspapers. The St Arnaud
Mercury, dated 10 June 1931, provides extensive coverage of Jean's funeral. The
service was held at the family's residence at Windermere Street Ballarat and records
those in attendance, and there is mention of Lieutenant Colonel William Kinsey Bolton.
The report also records that a guard of honour was formed by the Matron and staff of
the Ballarat Hospital as the funeral party departed the family home for the Ballarat
Cemetery. Interestingly, the article also mentions that 'the gathering of young people
was very conspicuous', young people with whom Jean 'had been associated with … for
many years'.
The Ebenezer St John's Presbyterian Church in Ballarat is located in Armstrong Street
Ballarat, adjacent to the White Flat area situated along the Yarrowee Creek, a rich gold
area in the 1850s. In 1928 the Ebenezer Church congregation built tennis courts on a
section of White Flat, which had become a sports reserve. There is a photograph of the
opening of the Ebenezer Tennis Club c1929, which I found in my father's possession
after his death.
I cannot identify Jim Ford or Jean Ford in the throng, but the
photograph was taken two years before the death of Jean and gives some idea of the
number of young people associated with the club and the church. The picture confirms
the observations made in the newspaper article concerning James (Jim) Ford's inability
to 'lead a service' because of the death of Jean, 'who had been associated with the young
people gathered together, for many years.'
It would appear that both Jean and Jim
were popular community members.
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James (Jim) Ford
1907 - 2000

J

ames (Jim) Ford contracted polio as a
child, physically affecting his legs and
feet, although one would be hard-pressed to
acknowledge anything would have stopped his
determination.
Jim became an accountant
and later worked as the treasurer of the
Bairnsdale Hospital in Victoria.
From Bairnsdale, he set out with his wife Vi
on bicycles peddling their way north along the
barren dirt road that was the Princes Highway.
The 'highway' was little more than a dirt track.
The couple arrived at Eden across the border
in New South Wales, where they spent the rest
of their lives.
Jim and Vi initially opened a guest house on
Hosies Road, Eden, which proved a very
successful venture. It was about 1955 when a
young taxi driver from Bega, about 40
kilometres north of Eden, started a bus
service, Ansett Pioneer, from Sydney to
Melbourne along the Princes Highway. His name was Reginald Ansett, and he went on
to own a major airline company in Australia (Ansett Airways).
When the Princess Highway was little more than a dirt track in places, the bus took two
days to journey from Sydney to Melbourne. The driver and passengers stopped at Jim
and Vi's guest house named Rosemont for the night. The driver and passengers were
well-rested and fed by Vi and continued the journey the next day.
Both my brother and I spent several school holidays at Rosemont, which inevitably
entailed doing a lot of fishing from the old cannery wharf. I can recall Uncle Jim taking
us out bush in the Ford prefect ute to collect wood for the combustion stove in the
kitchen, which cooked the food and provided hot water for the guests. Although Jim
had difficulty walking, little stopped him from swinging an axe or using a bow saw to cut
the wood into pieces so that it would fit inside the walls of his small ute.
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Studio photo of Jim, Bob and Bill Ford. My father informed me he was nineteen at the time which
give the date for the photo 1932. Above, a very youthful James (Jim) Ford.

Marriage notice of Jim and Susan Violet Bodey on 14 October 1939. The marriage was performed at St
Stephen’s church at Gardenvale which is near St Kilda, an inner suburb of Melbourne.

Marriage notice of Jim and Susan Violet Bodey on 14 October 1939. The marriage was
performed at St Stephen's church at Gardenvale, near St Kilda, an inner suburb of
Melbourne.
Jim's wife, Vi, died in 1994 at Hosies Road, Eden, while Jim died in 2000 in a nursing
home in nearby Pambula.
Jim did not play any sport. You might note in the various photos he is either seated or
standing, generally in the background. My father told me that the three brothers appear
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The two properties on Hosies Road. Eden which made up the Rosemont guest house. The front ’sleep-out’ on the left
of red roof house is where my brother and I spent a number of school holidays. Insert, Pioneer bus c1955. Jim and Vi
later opened the Half Way Motel. Google Maps photos.

John Ford, Jim Ford and Bill Ford at Eden to celebrate Jim’s ninetieth birthday. The door behind opnes into a
sleepout where my brother I and I spent a number of our holidays.
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Unknown photo found in my father’s possession. Because Jim could not take part in any sport he found
that being treasurer /secretary of organisations was a viable alternative. A note on the back of the
photograph reads, ‘Study circle, Geelong Conference’. In the early part of the twentieth century most social
activities were associated with local churches. Below, another family photo. The men, Bill and Jim Ford.
The women, Florence, wife of Bill Ford and Ester Grace Collins mother of Bill and Jim, and Florence Maud
Cornish, mother of Florence. The lass is unknown.
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to be standing but are seated in a way that suggests they are standing in order not to
draw attention to Jim's disability.
Jim was struck with polio in his youth which left him crippled, and he could only walk
with the aid of special made boots. In later life, he had both legs amputated. But this
did not stop him from participating in the life of the community. As I indicated above,
Jim became an accountant while he acted as a secretary for local organisations in his
spare time. He is recorded in an earlier photograph as the Secretary of the Ebenezer
Tennis Club in Ballarat.
Jim later worked at the Bairnsdale Hospital before bicycling to Eden.
Having set up his own business, he became the secretary of the local fisherman's club
when they were financially struggling and later opened the Half Way Motel.
In the photo on his ninetieth birthday, Jim is standing, something he could now do
since both legs had been amputated and replaced with a prosthesis, which, he confided
in me, he should have done years ago.
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Robert (Bob) Muir Ford
1909 - 1967

R

obert (Bob) Muir Ford married Jean Remmington in 1936 at the Ebenezer Church
Ballarat. It was this church to which the family were attached as it will be recalled
that Bob's deceased sister, Jean Ford, was remembered by the 'youth' associated with
Ebenezer.
Having survived the war, Bob travelled as a sales representative but was sadly killed in a
motor vehicle accident at Diggers Rest, Victoria 1967. He had one child, Katherine
Ford, who died in 2021 in Melbourne. Although Kathrine was my only cousin, we did
not remain in contact. This was probably more to do with the 'tyranny of distance' that
more often defines Australia. Kathrine (Kate) elected to stay in Australia's southern
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Jean Rimmington,
the date and
locations are
unknown and
wedding invitation.
The brothers, Bob,
Bill and Jim.
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Photo taken from the film the 2/2 Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment, and a cartoon of Bob.

capital, Melbourne, while her three cousins, John, Tim and Sally, travelled north of the
Victorian border. Although we have corresponded from time to time, unfortunately, we
have not remained in close contact.
In June this year, I rang Kate but received no
response and posted a letter which was not answered. I then contacted the Victorian
Police, who recorded the necessary details. The police returned my phone call about
two hours later when they informed me that Kate had died in April (2021) and supplied
me with two contacts who would help me further. One of those was Kris Ruby, a cousin
to Kate through Kate's mother, Jean Remmington. Kris has been generous in her
response to my request for material related to Kate and Bob and has provided many
attached photographs and documents.
The photo of Bob with the truck passing in the background is taken from a small
segment of a film of the 2/2 Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment, which is kept in the
Australian War Memorial archives and may be accessed at https://www.awm.gov.au/
collection/F03459 Bob appears at the 39 minutes 20-second segment of the film.
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The above document was among those kindly forwarded by Kris Ruby and reflects something of Bob’s time serving
with the 2/2 Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment during World War II. There is obviously references to some of Bob’s
‘adventures’ which only those who were present might fully understand. In order to copy the document, rather
unprofessionally, I had to weigh down each corner with a book.
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Photo of Bob Ford shows that he is wearing the ‘pips’ of a Lt. Col.
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William (Bill) Ford
1913 - 2011

W

illiam (Bill) Ford was the youngest of the family born to Robert Muir Ford and
Esther Grace Collins.
He joined the boy scouts at the age of eleven and later
became a troop leader about which a poem was written and published in The Ballarat
Courier. He enjoyed running and, at one time, was asked to join the Ballarat Fire
Brigade to 'run the hydrant' ahead of the hose cart in the local volunteer fire brigade
championships.
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Photos of my parents wedding. My mother assures me that the guard of honour fired the rifles.
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Bill became a school teacher and was the teacher at
a one-teacher school at Pompapiel, about 30
kilometres north of Bendigo, at the outbreak of
World War II.
Bill Ford died on 1 June 2011, but sometime later, I
happened to be searching for Pompapiel on the
internet and came across a touching tribute to Bill
Ford from one of his students, Daniel Martin.
Unfortunately, the author of the note, Daniel
Edward Martin, had passed away in the interim.
Bill Ford joined the Citizen Military Force in Ballarat
and later applied and was accepted to enter the
Officer training school at Duntroon in Canberra.
My brother, Tim Ford, followed his father into the
army and wrote Bill's obituary, which he read at
Bill's funeral.

William (Bill) Ford in 1923

William (Bill) Ford married Josephine Margaret
Cornish on 10 April 1942 at the St James Anglican
Church, Blakiston in South Australia.

My father, serving in an Australian Artillery Regiment stationed near Little Hampton in
South Australia in 1942, was training before joining the Armoured Division in Western
Australia. I know from family conversations that my mother was a school teacher in
Victoria and had travelled to the army camp to say goodbye to my father, only to be
surprised by a proposal of marriage.
They were married in the local stone church and given a ceremonial fusillade volley from
the regiment guard of honour on leaving the church, which startled my mother
somewhat. I was able to retrieve the handwritten marriage certificate with the help of
Annette Schirmer, Secretary of the Anglican Parish of Mount Barker in South Australia,
who found the record among the church's archives.
My father left the army to become the Secretary of the Country Party of NSW, which he
held for ten years. Bill retired to the Sunshine Coast with Florence, who died at
Buderim in 1993. Following the death of Florence, Bill moved to Gympie, where he died
surrounded by his family in 2011.
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Grainy photo of the Ford family. Bill, Jean, Bob and Jim with their mother. The photograph was
probably taken in the back your of the 306 Windermere Street, Ballarat 28 Jan 1931. Below, 306
Windermere Street 1931 and 2021. Google Maps.

Touching memento from Daniel Edward Martin
which I did not discovered until well after my father’s
funeral.
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Obituary May 2011
Colonel William Ford OBE

Next month the Royal Military College Duntroon celebrates its Centenary, and at his death on 24th May Bill Ford
was the oldest surviving graduate of the College, graduating in 1939. Born in Seymour on 6th September 1913
and raised in Ballarat and while working as a school teacher, he joined the Citizen Military Forces 8th Battalion
(City of Ballarat Regiment), the same battalion that his uncle, Brigadier and Senator William Kingsley Bolton,
had raised and then commanded at Gallipoli in 1915. When the opportunity arose, he chose the Duntroon path
to become a Regular Army Lieutenant in the Royal Regiment of Australian Artillery.
During the Second World War, Bill saw action in Palestine, Greece, Cyprus and Crete both as a gun line officer
and forward observer. He was seriously wounded in Greece but managed to rejoin his Regiment and help a
party of wounded to escape on the last boat out of Crete. Perhaps it was his lucky AIF number VX 11411 that
was looking after him. In March 1942, he returned to Australia to take part in forming the Armoured Division in
West Australia. He also grabbed the opportunity to marry Florence Josephine Margaret Cornish on 10 April
1942, who was his treasured lifelong companion. Subsequently, he deployed to Borneo, where he was
mentioned in dispatches (MID) for action behind Japanese lines.
Bill remained in the Australian Regular Army until his retirement in 1963. He filled a wide range of command,
staff and training appointments throughout Australia. He was the Commanding Officer and Chief Instructor at
the School of Artillery at Sydney's North Head from 1956-1960, and during that period, he encouraged the
School's close relationship with Manly, and in particular, with the Manly Rugby Union Club who used to conduct
their trial season matches on the School's oval. This association, with Bill being a Vice President of the Manly
Rugby Union Club, came in handy when the Biloela Bell, was presented to the Garrison Artillery in 1930, and
then located at North Head where it was used to announce muster parades at the School, suddenly went
missing. The perpetrators of the "theft", the RAAF base Williamstown, were quick to return the Bell when
offered the alternative of a rugby match against an "enhanced" School of Artillery team which included a number
of Australia's Wallabies from the Manly Club, including such notables as Tony Miller and Rob Hemming.
In 1967 Bill became the General Secretary of the NSW Country Party and Secretary of the Federal Council and
Executive, positions that he held for the next 9 years. This was an interesting time to be in the Country Party,
which then played an important role in both the NSW and Federal Coalition Governments. Bill felt strongly that
the focus of the Party should primarily be on the country communities the Party represented. He did not support
the move to develop a national perspective, the "Joh for Canberra" push. This issue of the best way to
represent regional concerns continues to be topical in today's politics.
Bill and Florence moved to the Queensland Sunshine Coast in 1976, where they both led an active life in their
local community. Following Florence's death not long after their Golden Anniversary in 1993, Bill settled in
Gympie to be close to his daughter and family and there, he became
immersed in the community. He was an enthusiastic supporter of
school netball and was still driving and delivering Meals on Wheels to
others at 95.
Bill Ford was proud of being a Mason throughout his life. He joined his
first Lodge in Ballarat in 1937. He was appointed to the 32nd degree
in 2007 and received his 70-year jewel in 2008. He even volunteered
once again to become Master of his local Lodge in Gympie at 96.
Bill was appointed as an Officer of the Order of the British Empire
(OBE) for his service to the Nation and made a Life Member of the
NSW Country Party.

Tim Ford.
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The Biscuit tin correspondence
Bill Ford was known for snoring even at a young age. The above poem was written by ‘Rover Mc Donald’ and
appeared in The Ballarat Courier in 1939. His mother cut the poem out of the newspaper and put it aside and
apparently forgot about it for a couple of years. According to my father, his mother rediscovered the poem,
stitched it to a bit a paper and sent it to Bill, along with a cake in a biscuit tin while he was serving in the
Middle East during WW II. My father kept the memento which I found among other war time photographs.
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Bill Ford in the Middle East during WW II. Photo of Florence Josephine Margaret Cornish in her
Volunteers Aid Detachment uniform 1937 which looks very much like one of the photos above my
father’s head as he lies on his cot.
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Hitherto, I have dealt with the generations on the paternal side of the Ford family,
tracing the family's history back to an island in the middle of the Clyde in Scotland in
the early 1800s and suggesting that there is every likelihood that there is an earlier Irish
connection.
I have also drawn attention to the Wright family's importance in that lineage. When
Alexander Wright moved from the mainland to the island of Cumbrae, he was followed
by his son, Robert Wright, whose daughter, Margaret Wright, married Samuel Ford,
thereby establishing the Ford lineage.
In establishing that genealogy, I have also suggested that Samuel Ford was part of
another, little known social movement that existed in Scotland at the opening of the
nineteenth century, that he was a feuar. The fact that Samuel Ford's memorial carries
the prestigious title 'feuar', a hereditary right to land, in a time when land ownership for
ordinary workers did not exist, bears closer scrutiny.
It was this nascent social
movement whereby those with the financial and social means to do so were held to
account for the welfare of others and the wider community, thereby inaugurating a
family heritage that carries through to the present.
However, before turning my attention to that matter, it is incumbent to document the
maternal side of the family, drawing attention to those women who are more often
passed over or forgotten when establishing a family's history.
A following publication will be concerned with the Cornwall Connections.
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